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JOURNAL K
From Nov. 1922 to Sept. 13, 1925
Dec. 4, 1922, Logan, Ut.
I finished my other Journal Oct. 28.
Since then I have been in
Henefer, Coalville, Hoytsville, Peoa, Oakley & Kamas selling insurance.
G.F. & I have done fairly well. We had 3 or 4 notes to pay at Coalville
bank, but I think we can collect from the owners who gave us the notes.
I have addressed audiences in Coalville Kamas, Oakley, & here since
last writing. We left Kamas last Tues. & went to S.L. Fern and the
baby (Sheridan, LaMar) came up with me \'ed.
She remained here until
yesterday.
She had a nice visit with us.
I brought a dressed turkey home with me which weighed
16~ Ibs. It
cost $6.00.
Lorea sent a fine turkey from Emery where she is teaching.
We surely had a fine Thanksgiving dinner.
Reginald wrote to his mother and sent her $10.00.
I am sending the
$10 with $20.00 more to pay on his obligation which he owes Adams & Gardner in S.L.
Dec. 27, 1922 Logan, Ut.
Since last writing G.F. and I went to Park City. We sold $15500.00
insurance.
I wrote $2000 here before I went to Park. We returned to
S.L. Dec. 22.
While in Park I delivered a 30 min. address to the High
School.
I also spoke to the Priesthood quorums. Parents' Class and Sun
evening meeting.
I lectured Sun. evening here in my own ward on the "Christ Child".
I attempted to build up his life from a psyc-chological basis from birth
to 12 yrs. of age.
I learn my words were well received and much appreciated.
I have spent several days home here resting, reading, & writing. I
found all the family well.
We had a splendid Xmas tree & the presents
on it amounted to over $100.00.
We received presents from Geo & Luella;
Othello & Helen; Dee & Vivian; Eugene & Dicy; Leon & Winnie & Fern &
Sheridan, besides from many others.
I learned Laura is On her way home from N.Y.
been

Alta Daniels --- & her husband are visiting her folks.
~one for several years.

She has

I brought Durell & Chancy (Fern's boys) home with me to spend Xmas.
They are having a nice time.
Dec. 28, 1922, Logan, Ut.
I have settled my tithing.
Journal K

I paid $230.00.

Pages 1, 2
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In as much as I had to

pay some notes which the bank had cashed & the owners did not pay per
agreement, I have paid about $30.00 more tithing than I owed. My gross
earnings were a little over $4000.00 My interest which I paid is over
$1000.00 and my traveling expenses were about $1200.00 so I have over
paid.
I am glad for once that I have paid more than a full tithing. We
have only paid $10.50 donations into the ward.
We have paid in other
donations, including starving Europeans, tuberculosis patients, Red
Cross, missionary funds, etc. a little over $22.00.
The children are
to settle their tithing tomorrow.
Jan. 14, 1923,
Heber, Ut.
I just arrived this evening with Francis to open up the insurance
field in this co.
Since last writing I have been in S.L. Park City & Kamas.
I went
alone to these places.
I sold a few thousand insurance and made col lection.
Francis sold a few thousand in S.L.
If we sell a policy each week
during this yr. we get a $75.00 gold watch.
I had a very pleasant visit while home.
probably will not return until in Feb.

I left Logan Jan. 2 and

I spoke in the 12th ward in Logan Sun. evening Dec. 31 on the
Second Coming of the Savior."
I sent Dee $100.00 yesterday for he is in great financial distress.
I sent 50¢ for the children to buy candy with.
The world is full of commotion, strife, war and robbery & promiscuous murder.
France has moved her army into Ruhr district in Germany.
The long drawn out conference at Lausane is still in session.
The U.S. are withdrawing our army from the Ruhr region.
The great thinkers of America are urging our nation to enter the
League of Nations to make the world safe for peace.
I do hope we enter
the League of Nations.
I feel it will be the saving the world from
rapid destruction and liberate small nations from opression & misery.
We are stopping at the Turner Hotel.
board & room.

We are given $2.00 rates for

Feb. 6, 1923 Heber, Ut.
I have been here for 3 weeks.
We have sold between $50,000 &
$60,000.
We have taken mostly notes for the 1st premium.
Our company is allowing us 50% of our commissions on the notes until paid.
I have succeeded in getting bank connections here to handle our notes.
I have met a number of our former B.Y.U.

students.

Since coming here, I have spoken in the quarterly conference by·
request of Pres. Clawson:
I spoke to the students of the High School
here.
I also discussed the history lesson before the priesthood
Journal K pages 3, 4
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quorum in the 1st ward two weeks ago.
Last Sun. evening I delivered a
short address before the Conjoint meeting of the M.I.Ass.
I attended
a theatre last night.
The players were home talent & they did very
well.
I sold $10,000 one day.
Last night & today I sold $12,500.00
insurance.
I am paying Jonathan O. Duke to go around & introduce me.
I went to the B.Y.Academy In 1881 & 2.

He and

I have recd. very nice letters from Eugene, Othello, Dee, Vivian,
and Martha. Othello paid my last yr's taxes $78.+.
I will give him
credit on what he is owing me.
I haven't much of an appetite tho I am in the pink of health.
I have had a few persons who take insurance come to hotels and
eat with me.
Francis and I played checkers one or two nights until after mid
night. We are are 6's.
It is only once in a while I play checkers.
But once in a while I indulge.
I find that only professionals beat
me very much.
European war clouds are rising a little. The greatest of wars
yet to be will probably have its origin in India & western Asia and
envelope Europe as well.
Feb. 11, 1923, Heber, Ut.
This last wk. I have been crowding insurance work.
I sold about
$17,000.
G.F. didn't sell much.
He left here last Thurs.
He had to
go to Provo & S.L. on some trial he had on.
We hope to get $60,000
written before Feb. 27.
If so we get a fine $20.00 leather hand bag
each. This contest runs from Jan 27 to Feb 27.
I attended afternoon meeting in 1st Ward.
I was asked to speak.
It was a primary meeting or a meeting turned over to the primary organization so I only spoke 25 min.
I reviewed our people as a common
wealth of teachers.
In every ward of Zion (which are over 900) it
takes about 65 to 70 teachers and about 54 officers.
This makes over
100 officers & teachers. Of course often one person holds two or more
offices or teaching capacities. Aside from this we have our numerous
public teachers & many who take the courses in colleges & training
schools who do not follow the profession of teaching. We also have
our home missionaries. We have over 2000 missionaries out in the nations of the earth backing the gospel of Jesus Christ.
I made the observation that if we could draw a tent over Israel we
might write over the tent door the word "School". There is nothing
like it in all the rest of the earth.
I also reviewed to the congregation what Dr. Scott of the Uni. of Michigan said concerning the
greatness of our missionary system.
In brief he said that no university or college could give as much & as broad an education in the same
length of time as our missionary system gives our young men & women.
I attended the advance M.I.A. conducted by Bro. Chas. Broadbent.
He conducts a splendid class. As proof of it he has a class of over
Journal K Pages 5, 6
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100 adults--men & women who are members of this class.
25, 1923,
Logan, Ut.
I came home a wk. last Wed. but have been sick for a wk.
I am better tonight.
I had congestion of the lungs which threatened to be grevlOUS.
I was kept in bed for 4 days & steamed 3 times a day with creosote in the water to relieve my lungs.
F~b.

Francis & I sold over $90,000 in insurance since Jan. 2.
$55,000 of it myself.

I sold

I learn Dee has been quite ilIon his own with La Grip.
I sent Dee
$21.58 to remunerate him for the money he used out of the $100.00 I sent
him.
I also sent him $50.00 to buy spring wheat & oats.
I have written
him, Othello, & Geo.
I am succeeding in getting a $3000.00 loan from the state Land
Board.
I am having it all turned on Laura's mortgage.
If I could raise
$2000.00 more I could liberate it from the mortgage entirely.
etc.
ago.

Juanita, Martha, Thorval, Radino, & Marva are all ailing with colds,
I had Bps. Worley & Sloan come in & administer to me a few nights

Coalville, Ut.
Mar. 4 (Sun)
I left home last Tues. afternoon.
I rode from Logan with Zina,
Francis' wife.
She had been up visiting her father.
I left for Provo Wed. & returned Thurs.
I went to Provo to "write
up" Prof. Harrison R. Merrill and get a readjustment from Heber Rupper.
I over paid him $62.00.
I stayed with Josephine.
We talked until after
1 a.m.
While in Provo I went to visit our old friends and neighbors
Bro. & sister Arthur Simmons.
It was he and Mrs. Simmons (Sears) who
went to Mexico to be married the time Martha and I went.
While at Bro
S's place we relived some of those memories.
I started for here Sat. morning 7 a.m.
So far I haven't done any
business.
Have made some appointments.
I attended S.S. and today by
special request of Attorney Nealey I discussed the gov. of children t?
the Parents Class.
There was a large class of parents present.
I POl nted out the bad features & wrongs committed in using corporal punishment.
The intellectual and mental gov. is the only government which should be
resorted to unless in the case of rebellion and defiance of home authority.
Even when we use it, we virtually acknowledge our mental defeat.
I reviewed my research on 1000 pupils in Cache Valley Schools as to their
understanding and sanction of that kind of government. My discussion of
the SUbject caused considerable comment pro & con.
I also attended Priesthood meeting and took some part in discussing
of th~ subject.
Pres. Allen was there and created quite an antipathy
between himself and the class.
He seems to me to be any thing but a
leader.
He surely is not an inspration to his people.
After the meeting, I heard considerable criticism of him by the members of the High
Priesthood.
It is a hard thing to rule and lead thru intelligence &
common consent.
Too many men thrust themselves & their private opinion~
Journal K
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in to an argument and suppress or discount others' opinions.
As I have said before in my journal I think this stake the nearest spiritually dead of any of our stakes.
Mere goodness is not the necessary qualification for leadership.
lead in this day, one must be endowed with companionability, directive force, clear vision, power to amalgamate men's thoughts &
use them to further one's purposes, and finally to execute or carry
out plans and inspire men to action. A leader must see the other
man'S ideas and modify them just enough to pool the best thoughts
of all towards the things to be accomplished.
T~

Mar. 28, 1923, Heber, Ut.
It has been nearly a month since I last wrote in my Journal.
is too bad I get so busy I neglect to write.

It

I went to Kamas & sold a few thousand insurance, then I returned
here & have been here ever since.
Our selling of insurance has been
slow this month. We have only sold about $41,000.00 so far.
I have spoken a short time to the H.S. boys. I lectured to the
Mother's class in the 2nd ward 5.5. last Sun. on the Emotions of children & how to control & Educate them with out harm.
I am asked to
give other lectures on the child.
I have promised that I will give
the people of the city 10 nights on the Psychology of the Child.
I
told them to canvas the town & if the people wanted them, I would
give them after I returned from conference.
I have reed letters from home, Dee & Vivian, Othello, Geo. &
Lorea.
v~vtan has given birth to a fine~oy.
All are doing well.
sent $2.25 for Vivian for babe.
Dee has been very sick, but well
again.
I sent them $10.00.

I

I spoke twice in the 1st ward--once in afternoon & once in the
morning.
By special request I addressed the Elders' Quorum a week
ago last Sun.
case)

Have I recorded that I won a $25.00 pig skin portfolio (brief
for having sold $20,000 in 2~ wks.
Francis got the same.

We are now in another contest for 3 mos.
If we sell $200,000
by June 1, we get over $100.00 in bags, clothing, etc.
I have been to Midway 2 days selling insurance & one day to
Charlston.
I had a fine bath in Luke's hot pots at Midway.
Bro. Luke has had 2 paraletic strokes & I with Jonathan 0 Duke
were asked to administer to him.
We have sold 70 persons here in this valley since comlng In
here Jan. 11.
I paid my monthly installment to Western Loan & Bldg. Co $83.80.
I sent to Berkley Federal Bank Dee's Semi-annual payment of $81.75.
Journal K Pages 9, 10, 11
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I got my loan on my farm in San Juan Co. of $3000.00.
State Bank what Dee owed them $142.75.

I paid Moab

I could tell of the uprising of the small tribe of Piutes in San
Juan Co. and their capture & the killing of one or two Indians but it
may be read in the history of state.
I could tell of troubled Europe
but you can read it in the history of Europe.
I may say that ominous
events are shapening themselves and threatening great disaster. The
fulfillment of prophecies ancient & modern, are being fulfilled &
one almost shudders when one contemplate what is coming.
Francis went home (S.L.) last Sat. to celebrate his brithday.
expect him back tomorrow evening.
Apr. 13, 1923, Logan, Ut.
I came home a wk. tomorrow.
& Heber.

I

I am leaving again to day for S.L.

I attended Conference in S.L. Fri. also general priesthood meetlng ln evening.
I stayed with Fern one night & Francis one night.
The Co. is advancing ~ of our commissions on the notes we turn
in & they accept.
I found all folks at home well.
I have a quiet
pleasant visit while here.
I have read but little while home.
I attended S.S. & priesthood meeting. We attended picture show.
We also attended funeral of Bro. & Sister Larsen's little girl. Mrs.
Larsen is daughter of Bp. J. H. Anderson.
I sent my ck, of $3.00 for
Eugene's Journal.
(Journal of Heredi ty)
Apr. 30, Salt Lake, Ut. (on the train)
I left home 2 wks. ago last Fri.
I was here two or three days.
Then G.F. & I went to Heber. We were a wk. and sold $18,000 insurance.
We came back here a wk. ago Sat. evening.
We attend the theatre
here "The Great Secret."
The star of the Co. was Ineta Clair. She
is surely the finest actress I have seen for years if not the best.
We went back Mon. morning to Heber.
This wk has been most discouraging. We sold only two men $1000.00 each--one of them asked next
day to allow his application to be cancelled so we allowed it.
We came here Sat. eve. and I have been here since until today
(Mon.).
After business was finished at the office, I decided to go
home for a day or so until the weather cleared up a little.
I was asked to speak in the parent's Class in Ensign ward but
told Bra Cummings I would not be back the following Sun.
May 2, Logan,
I'arrived home Mon. Apr. 30. Found all well.
Attend priesthood
meeting Mon. evening and was asked to teach the class of the High
Priests. We discussed the Apostacy of the 3 witnesses of the Bk. of
M.

Radino has asked me if it is alright for him to get married to
Leona Whitworth. She is Bp. Whitworth's daughter of Bancroft, Ida.
Journal K Pages 11, 12, 13, 14
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She is a very nice girl and I gave my consent.
the temple.

They are to go thru

I go to Preston today to see about cOllecting of notes that are
due me.
While in S.L. Lorea came from her school in Emery.
to going back there.

She is not

While in S.L. I stayed at Fern's place.
Since I left home Bro. Hammond's wife died also Bro. Anton Anderson.
He used to be Bp. of this ward.
I am told it was about
the largest funeral ever held in the Stake house.
Bro. Apperby
also died and was buried here.
He used to be a teacher of many years
in the public schools & the B.Y. College.
I have been asked to speak at the Parent teacher's meeting In
Hyrum also to the boys of the South Cache High School but will not
have time this trip.
I am to return to S.L. and on to Wasatch Co.
to morrow.
Valko made a decided hit in a play he was in He is making a
Marva who
great success in his auto mechanic work in school & out.
is just 10 yrs. old, has decided that she is going to be a writer
of books when she gets big.
Valko is taking an interest in his church work.
He has a splendid voice & a gift in speaking which I hope he will cultivate until
he becomes efficient in them.
May 13, 1923, Heber, Ut.--Sun. evening.
I have arrived here last Mon.
Last Sun. I attend Ensign Ward
and spoke to the parent's class.
I was asked to give my reasons why
I believe this was God's church.
In brief I discussed the SUbject
under the following heads:
1.
Christ always establishes his church
by 1st choosing apostles & gives them power to establish his church
as at Jerusalem.
Nephite nation & in this dispensation.
2.
Scriptures foretold an apostacy & how the Gospel should be returned in
the last days (Rev. 14:6,7).
3.
The gifts and powers were in this
church as in Christ's church in former times.
4.
We as a church,
are fulfilling the scriptures ancient & modern as no other ch. is.
e.g. Isaiah 2:2-4; 29 chapter in Full, also Isaiah 35 ch:
I Nephi 14
ch. etc.
I took this as some of the fundamentals in defence of this
church.
I am asked to speak in that ward again on Sun. evening in
the near future.
Geo F. &
We hope to do
tree & mashed
Is to be back

I have sold very little insurance since we returned.
better.
Our auto backed off an embankment & run into a
in the top so that he went to Provo to get it fixed.
to morrow.

I have kept the Sabath day holy.
I attended 5.5. & this afternoon's meeting.
It has been mother's day & all the meetings were In
honor of mothers.
The afternoon meetings were conducted by the
Journal K Pages 14, 15, 16
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Aaronic priesthood allover the church in remembrance of the Conferring of this priesthood on Jos. Smith & Oliver Cowdry.
The priests
to day (very young men) ordained 15 or 20 teachers & deacons to those
offices.
It was a very unique departure from the past.
I have prayed in secret twice to day and amidst other renderings I have finished
the Acts of the Apostles.
Jonathan O. Duke has been writing some insurance for us this week.
He has done very well.
I got my doctor's thesis back from Dr. Titus.
He had had it for nearly a yr.
He has been trying to work out my
computations.
Tho he feels my work represents considerable research
work he can't fully agree with all my conclusions.
I got a letter from Mrs. Martha Jackson of Spanish Fork.
She is
a sister of Mrs. Francis Pryor.
Mrs. Jackson is going to do her sister's work in th~ temple.
I wrote to Dee, Othello, & Martha last night.
I sent Dee $10.00
and sent home $64.86 & on the 5th I sent home $33.97.
I learn my son Geo. has been chosen as a member of the Central
State Democratic Committee in Cali.
I feel this is a great honor to
be shown a student & almost a stranger in the State.
I met Apostle Ivins
minutes talk with him.

on the street car last wk. and had a few

G.F. & I ar~ having attorney P.H. Neeley of Coalville plant
suit against F.O. Marchant & Cyrus Mitchell for refusing to pay their
notes given to us for insurance.
June 5, 1923, Logan, Ut.
We have been working the last 2 wks. in Wasatch Co. & 3 days In
Summit Co.
We also spent a wk. in Salt Lake.
I went to Provo May 30 in the evening, and visited the cemeteries in Provo & Payson.
I placed flowers on Ellas, Levons & Rienna's
graves.
Then I went & placed flowers on Bro. & Sister Lawisch's
graves also on Reinhard's grave.
Reinhard was a most obedient and
trusting child as I ever knew.
He was killed by a team running away,
throwing him from the wagon of loaded poles, and the wheel ran over
his head.
G.F. & I have written only a little over $150,000 of insurance
I suppose we will get our $6.00 hat;
during the last 3 months.
$10.00 of shoes and $75.00 suit of clothes.
We have had our lawyer, P.H. Neeley sue Marchant & Mitchell to
force them to pay notes they gave us for insurance & refused to pay.
We have authorized him to garnishee Egbert & Roundy's wages to pay
notes they gave for insurance & refuse to pay.
~e

have written this yr. over 125 persons for insurance.

I was asked to speak in Ensisn ward Salt Lake a wk. ago Sun.
Journal K Pages 16, 17, 18
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night and Wasatch Ward last Sun. evening.
I spoke on the "Fulfillment of Prophecy" in both wards.
I had good listeners in both wards.
Bp. Ashton is urgent I return and give an other address in his ward.
Many earnest & appreciative things were said concerning my address.
I defined prophecy & compared it with history, pointing out similarity & difference between them.
I gave reasons why prophecy is more
reliable than recorded history.
I also pointed out the invulnerableness of prophecy and in some instances where men had tried to
turn aside prophecy and in one case wherein Julian the Roman emperor had tried to prove the utterance of the Christ would be unfulfilled.
I also showed that when the time arrives for the fulfillment it is most accurate & comp12tce.
I revieHed a number of prophe-·
eies which have been recently fulfilled & those bursting upon the
earth.
My words were most earnestly followed & many said th2t they
wished I would have talked an hour longer.
Some said my handling of
the SUbject was a revelation to them.
One man of influence called
it "an eye opener."
I found that Josephine & Fred were in poor health.
yesterday (June 4).
The folks were well.

I came home

Radino was married last Wed. in the temple at Logan to Leona
Whitworth.
She is a very nice girl.
He (R.) is a most beautiful
character in physical manhood & in his mental & moral life.
In all
his life I have scarcely ever criticized him.
He has lived a most
excellent life.
He is going to school this summer at the A.C. &
Leona is going to attend the summer school at Pocatello.
She expects to teach again this winter while Radino finishes his school
for his B.S. degree.
Helen (Othello's wife) and her two little girls (Helen Mar &
Shirley) came up from Monticello for a visit.
She is to attend the
June conference (June 8, 9, & 10). She is one of the Stake officers
of the Primary Organization of San Juan Co.
Lorea is home from her yr's of teaching at Emery.
She is to
teach in this Co. this yr.
She is attending A.C. Summer School.
borrowed $80.00 at the bank today to see her thru the summer.

She

There has been considerable rain here in the state this spring
& the crops are excellent so far.
I am preparing to go to San Juan Co. the 1st of next week.
To
do so, I have to borrow money.
I am going to buy a new Chevrolet
car to go down in.
(Later) I borrowed $200.00 of Cache Valley Banking Co.
I learn with regret of the death of Pres. Lem H. Redd.
He died
at Moab hospital.
He has been a great financial stay to San Juan
Co.
I reed. a letter from Geo. who is in Cali. stadying for Doctor
of Jurisprudence (J.D.)
His wife gave birth to a 7 lb. boy. Mother
& babe doing well.
Journal K Pages 18, 19, 20, 21
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Geo. sent his credits to me.
He has 3 A & 2 B's+.
excellent marks.
I learn he stood 3rd in his classes.

They are

June 12, 1923, Logan, ut.
I have been home since June 4, but expect to start to San Juan
Co. tomorrow in my new Chevrolet car. Valko is going with me.
He
expects to fix up our Caterpillar engine (The Cleveland).
It has
been out of running order for 2 yrs. or more.
I have been reading up on the back magazines.
The Scientific
American, The Scientific Monthly, The Journal of Heredity, Lit. Digest, and the Era. Tho out of the Educational world I try to keep
a breat of the best thought in Science and the great world movements.
I have sent to the Editor of the Journal of Eugenics my thesis
on the Comparison of the Mormon offspring--monogamic & pOlygenic.
The Managing Editor of the Journal asked I send my findings for him
to look over with a view of pUblishing.
I attended two priesthood meetings and taught the class Mon.
evening.
I also discussed the subject of teasing, hectoring & bullysaying--cause & cure in Parents Class.
Martha, Juanita & Lorea are making new quilts today.
Idyl Wilde Farm (11 miles from Monticello) June 18, 1923,
Valko and I arrived here Fri. evening. We found all well, but
the farm is in a very bad condition. The wind has blown for 3 wks.
It is an unparalled wind what has blown over this Co. as well as
Grand Co.
The wind has been so furious that it has blown out nearly
all the grain on the dry land farms.
We lost 130 acres of grain.
The frost cut down 60 acres of alfalfa so we will raise nothing
this yr.
We raised nothing last year.
I am not discouraged tho we
are much distressed over financial affairs.
I have agreed to advance Dee $15.00 from now on and Othello
will let him have $10.00 a mo. from the time Vivian moves into Monticello to start the children in school.
If Dee can get some one to
live on his place this winter he will go off to work until spring.
We have decided to have an other well driven. Mr Perry is a
water witcher and agrees to get water at about 125 ft. & if not we
do not pay him.
If he gets water, we are to pay him $2.00 a ft.
He
lS to insure ~ gal. of water per min. or no pay.
We are to enca~
it with galvanized sheet iron.
I prayed very earnestly for nearly a half day that God would
stop the winds and send rain.
The winds stopped and twice did the
heavens blacken with clouds but only once did the rains fall and
that 6nly a short time.
Did my faith have some effect? Were the
winds ceased and the shower come due to my prayers? Every year before when I went whether in June, July, or Aug. when I earnestly
prayed for rain it came in greater abundance.
I earnestly believe the destructive winds and the drought is
due to the people's wickedness and neglect of their worship.
In
Journal K Pages 21, 22, 23
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my speaking at Monticello I told the people that I believed that if
they would repent of their sins & exercise great faith that the
drought would be broken.
If I were a bishop there I would call my
people together and urge that they fast & pray for rain & for bounteous harvests.
June 25, 1923, Monticello, Ut.
I met a number of my
I went with Valko to Blanding last Fri.
friends and was urgently requested to stay & speak on Sun., but I
was billed to speak again in Monticello.
So we left Sat. evening.
While in Blanding I sold $17,000 in insurance.
So on Sun. I spoke again in Monticello.
There were two bankers
from Durango, Colo. who attended the afternoon meeting.
I reviewed
in my speech the genius of our people in Education, moral tone and
what our religion had done for us.
I spoke of the many phases of
Education amidst our people e.g. Sun. Sch. M.I.A. primary, religion
class work, relief society, ward teaching, the various guorums of
the priesthood etc. etc.
I said that if we were to stretch a tent
over Zion we could write the words "School house" on the tent & it
would not be amiss.
I reviewed the facts that a greater per cent
of our young people attended H.S. than any other state; that if we
eliminated the mining camps our illiteracy would be lowest in any
state in the nation.
I stated that a larger per cent of our young
people went away to attend foreign universities, than any other
state in the union.
I pointed out that the 1st house built in this
territory was dedicated as a school & that while we were in the
throes of banishment, mothers would gather their children about the
camp fires at night and teach them to read & spell.
I am told by Pres. Adams that one of them said:
"My, but that
man is a wonderful talker."
The other one said:
"I have learned
more about Mormonism than I ever knew before."
At night I spoke on "Prophacy and Its Fullment."
In brief I
said that history lifted up the race and kept it from Savagery.
It is a great source of education.
Thru history the wisdom & folly
of the ages were poured into the laps of the living generation
which made them wiser & acted as an index figner to guide & protect
us from blundering sin & ignorance.
It kept down superstition,
while prophecy revealed the future & prepared us for future events
if we would read, believe & follow.
As history reveals the past
prophecy unfold, the future history gives us earthly wisdom but
peophecy heavenly vision.
Both are needed to balance and inspire
a race.
I reviewed a number of prophecies and their fulfillment
& gave evidence where men tried to prevent the fulfillment of prophecy & failed.
Finally I reviewed a few prophecies that are being
fulfilled & others that are about to burst upon us.
Valko & I left Monticello Wed. morning and went to Moab.
Mr
Doolas, a Greek, went with us.
He gave us $6.50 for taking him to
Moab.
We remained in Moab and sold insurance.
We sold $6500.00.
While in Monticello I sold $35,500.
Journal K Pages 23, 24,
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I am very greatful for my success.
We left Moab at 12 M. at
night & drove to Green River by 2:30 A.M.--a distance of 58 mi.
We
slept there until 5:30 A.M. & after getting a breakfast of hot cakes
& honey at a box car restaurant we speeeded for home & got here at
8:40 P.M. a distance from Green River of over 300 miles.
We traveled over 1460 miles without a mishap.
Valko is a real mechanic and delights in driving & fixing cars.
He enjoyed his trip very much.
We stayed with Dee,& family several
days and the same with Othello & Helen.
I divided my commissions
with Othello wherein he had worked with those I sold.
I made him
over $100.00.
He asks that I keep the amt. & credit him on the account he owes me for his mission.
We had a very nice visit with Dee
& Othello.
While there Valko killed 14 sage hens & a'few rabbits.
One of our big mares (Pet) died while I was down there.
I gave Othello a check of $100 to buy hay at $10.00 a ton.
will be very scarce down in San Juan Co. this year.

Hay

On arriving home found all folks well except Juanita.
The
doctors have had to again open up a hole from the roof of her mouth
into her cheek bone & draw out puss 2 or 3 times.
She has gone
again today with her mother to have the operation repeated.
The
Drs. feel that part of the septum bone must be removed before she
can be made well.
July 24, 1923, Logan, Ut.
Since last writing I have been to S.L., Midway, Charleston,
Heber, & Kamas.
Then G.F. & I went to Hanna, a very small town in
the northern part of Duchesne Co.
We arrived there a wk ago last
Sat. afternoon.
While there we sold $29,000 insurance.
While gone
we sold $40,000.
But all may not pass, but we hope so.
The day
before we got to Hanna Bp. Heber Moon's son age 13 was killed by
being dragged & kicked to death by an infuriated horse.
When he was
at last kicked from his hanging position (his ft. was fastened in
the strap which holds the sirrup) not a bit of his clothing was left
on him.
The entire community was plunged in horror over the terrible
accident.
The Bp. asked that I be one of the speakers at the funeral, also
my brother G.F., but he preferred to sing.
So he sang two songs-"The End of a Perfect Day" & "Face to Face."
He got Mrs. Ostler to
aid him.
See Journal of Clippings.
We were in Hanna 6 days.
south.

We ran down to Tabiona--6 mi. to the

we came back to Kamas & on to Coalville.
We arrived in Coalville
about 5 P.M. and after seeing a few parties who were letting their
policies drop we started for S.L. at 9:45 P.M. & got there at 12 M.
I left there at 11 A.M. for home (Sun.).
I found Juanita in poor
health.
We took her to the Dr. & dentist.
They found thru X-ray
that she had a pocket of puss in her face at the root of her double
Journal K Pages 26, 27, 28
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tooth.
It is called the antrum. The Dr. (dentist) pulled her tooth
& opened up the cavity & drained it.
She is very sick from the ether
& has been so all day.
We fasted yesterday & administered to her last night. We feel
Bp. Worley & I administered
she will not need any more operations.
to Juanita last night.
Dr. H.K. Merrill and I administered to a Mrs. Smith to day at the
hospital.
Francis & I cashed most of the notes we took at Kamas & Hanna.
Taught H. Priest's quorum 2 wks. ago. We had a celebration in
our ward to day.
They were held under the trees on the B.Y.C. campus.
Bro. Mitton gave a very fine talk on the pioneers. Going over the road
from Woodland to Hanna, Duchesne Co I saw the most beautiful scenerey
I had ever seen.
July 25, 1923 Logan, Ut
We (Bra Durham & I) administered to Juanita last night.
better to day tho her face pains her.

She

~s

I am asked to speak in Honeyville Aug. 19
July 26,
The Chautauqua is here.
I attended the 1st program--a play "Turn
to the Right."
I probably will not be able to attend any more.
Othello writes that the well on the farm has been driven & cased
up, and that they had had considerable rain.
I have sent checks to pay $125.00 for hay $127.00 for 1st payment
on well; $46.20 for piping for well; $13.53 to pay in part for well
drivers board at Dee's; $50.00 tithing; $83.80 for monthly enstallement to Western Loan & Bldg Co; $10.00 to V.L. Pamphell for Reginald's
ale; $20.00 to E.D. Hickman; $20.00 to Walker Bros Bank for 2nd payment on assessment of Sugar Stock; $37.43 for premium on in insurance with a number of other small bills.
Now I am broke & several
dollars behind.
I am to raise by Aug. some thing over $140.00.
Aug. 3, 1923, Downey, Ida.
It is now 9 P.M. and am at Survivor Hickman's home.
It is my
birth day.
I am 61 yrs. old.
It seems quite an age--3 score & one.
Can it be I am getting an old man.
I ran a block to night to see if
sixty one had laid a heavy hand on me as yet. Well, I am not as
speedy as I was once.
The running produced a pain in the left side
of my heart which has given me pain for over a yr. when lover do.
I
find ·1 can still out jump some of my boys at a standing jump.
I am
in splendid health and often feel the vigor of youth.
But it is a
case where my ambitions are a little greater than my ability to do.
I had a feeling to night as one who is tempted to tiptoe up a little
to see if I could see over the top as one does when he is nearing
the top of a hill.
I am humbled in spirit--when I realize how little I have done.
Journal K Pages 29, 30, 31
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that I could have mastered more of earth's truths, that I could
have lifted up more people, thrilled more of the youth of Zion to
greater lives, done more for God's cause and more completely accomplished what my Father sent me to do.
The more one does the greater
he realizes how much more there is to do.
The view of the vastness
of truth & the universes of God the more one is humbled into almost
discouragement.
0,

May I be permitted to live & do all my Father sent me to do is my
daily prayer.
May I have an understanding heart of what I am to do
& gladly do, is a great desire of my life.
My desires are growing
more & more that I may have means to pay my indebetedness & then
spend the rest of my days redeeming the living & the dead.
I am
praying daily for this blessing.
The salvation of my dead ancestors
is a great burning thought & desire with me.
I telephoned home this evening and talked to Martha,
Juanita &
Marva.
They are well except Juanita's face.
The Dr. is still dressing her face.
I left home last Mon. morning and have been to McCammon, Arimo,
Robin, Hochins' Basin.
I have been trying to make some collections
on the notes I hold of 10 or 12 men.
So far I have gotten no money
but most of them promise to pay at threshing time.
I am to go back to Robin & speak Sun. afternoon & Arimo Sun.
evening.
Clifton Haws' wife died in childbirth.
The funeral was held Sun.
In the 11th ward, Logan.
I was one of the speakers on that occasion.
In the forenoon I discussed the lesson to the Parents class in our
ward on the religious training of the child.
At night I lectured in
the 4th ward of Logan on the fulfillment of prophecy, etc.
I close this writing with a prayer upon my lips that my heavenly
Father will continue my life upon this earth until I have accomplished all He sent me to do.
I have yet much to do.
My patriarchal
blessings have not yet all been fulfilled.
I must be granted life &
blessings until they are all fulfilled and other works I was fore ordained to do.
I am reading the Life of Brigham Young by Robers & also reviewing
Wilford Woodruff's history by Cowley.
I consider it the best biography of our leaders.
The nation is mourning over the death of Pres. Warren G. Harding.
He died last night 7:30 of apoplexy in California.
Various nations
are sending their condolence to this nation.
He has been a very good
President and the people have loved him.
He was preparing to run
again as president.
At the time of his sickness (ptomaine poisoning
& pneumonia) & death he was lecturing thru the nation.
He had recently visited Utah.
Vice Pres. Coolidge took the Oath of office as
pres. almost as soon as the wires flashed the news of Pres. H's
death so that the machinery of the gov. was not halted one hour.
Journal K Pages 31, 32, 33
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Aug. 6, 1923, Arimo, Ida.
I spent Sat. in Downey & surrounding regions trying to make collections. All we (Dewey & I) saw promised to pay when harvest was over.
I came back here Sat evening & wrote up Carl A Wengreen & wife for
insurance ($3000.00).
Bro. A. M. Curtis came & took me to Robin for
the afternoon meeting.
I spoke on unchangeableness of God's work &
his prophecies.
I reviewed some prophecies which were recently fulfilled & some which are soon to burst upon the earth. A splendid
spirit of testimony was upon me & the audience.
The Bp. (Armstrong)
told me the same spirit was upon him while I spoke which fell upon
him when he heard the Gospel for the first time.
Many were the words
of testimony & appreciation for the vivid unfolding of the work of God.
I came here to Arimo last night and spoke here before the M.I.A.
conjoint.
Several carloads came from Robin to hear me. My theme was
the values put upon us in turn by chemist, physiologist, psychologists
& God.
When the chemist is thru with his analysis he finds that an
average man has enough fat to make 6 bars of soap; enough iron to make
a small nail; enough salt to season a dinner; enough sugar to fill a
shaker; enough lime to whitewash a small chicken coop & enough sulphur
to rid a dog of his fleas.
Commercial value 98¢.
I then analyzed man from the physiologist's view-point findings
which makes him a more wonderful being but the psychologist puts an
almost infinite value upon him.
The brain alone & the spirit power
with it is the power that discovers the infinite truths about us &
changes the entire earth surface.
But God puts a value upon man almost equal to a God.
My theme seems so novel & so inspiring the audience was loathe to leave the building for they stayed & talked to me
& asked questions for a long time.
One lady said it was worth her
trip from Logan.
I had my purse stolen at the hotel (Mrs. Evans hotel).
It had
$8.00 or $10.00 in it besides a ck. of $8.50 & some valuable papers.
So far the officer can't locate it yet we almost know who took it.
Aug. 29, 1923, Logan Ut.
It has been nearly a mo. since I wrote in my journal.
How time
flies!
I came home from Ida. and was called to go to Heber & settle a
death claim of Palmer Witt.
He was killed (electrocuted) & we made
a settlement of $8000.00 to his widow.
I was called back to S.L. by J.W. Woalf on an advertising invention which we were considering taking over.
So we organized a Co. but
after putting up $100.00 to the inventors McDonald & Sorensen we
found thru careful enquiry that it would cost too much to put over our
plans so we threw up the contract.
Two weeks ago last night I was knocked down by a speeding car in
(3rd S & State St).
I was quite badly bruised & skinned.
I have
~en able to do very little since then.
~.L.

I have taken a few treatments of a chiro-osteopath to help me over
my injury.
He has helped me some.
Journal K Pages 34, 35, 36
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While in S.L. I sought the opportunity of having an interview
with Lorin C. Woolley.
He is a man 67 yrs of age.
He is the brother
who was on guard duty the night Pres. John Taylor received the famous revelation on plural marriage & God's will concerning it.
It
was in Centerville at John W. Woolley's home.
It was in Sept 1886.
At the time Pres. Taylor was in hiding from the marshals.
There were
several who acted as his body guards.
This special night Lorin C.
Woolley & Chas Barrell were on guard.
Chas Barrell was lying down on the cot asleep.
All of a sudden
about 9:30 P.M. Pres. Taylor's room was wonderfully lit up & the light
streamed from under the door & other crevices into their (guards)
room.
Bro. W. was at first startled to see the light & hear voices.
He knew Pres. Taylor was in that room alone & that the only door in
the room (Pres. T.) opened into the room Lorin was sitting in & he
knew that the door of the room in which he & Barrell were in was not
only locked but bolted.
He said he was sitting near the door with his
two six shooters on his lap.
He said:
"I then unlocked & unbolted
the outside door & walked around the house where Pres. T's room was &
carefully & noiselessly examined the windows to see if they had been
opened but they were still closed with the heavy wirenetting undisturbed.
All the time I held (I held) one six shooter in my hand.
He
said that it was as tho a voice spoke to him & said why this, aren't
you calm & feel undesturbed? Then I returned & went into my room
which was next to Pres. T's.
I sat down again after bolting the door.
"There were three men's voices.
I could distinguish Pres. T's
voice but I didn't know the other two.
I went over to the cot where
Bro. B. was sleeping & nudged him & at the same time I put my finger
on my lips to signal silence" & then they both listened.
"It seemed
impossible" he said, "to get enough of the words to tell what the
conversation was about.
At about 12 M. that night one voice became
silent, but the other two conversed all night until about 7~ a.m.
"About 8 a.m. Pres. Taylor came out of his room and his face
fairly shown".
He said:
"Did you hear voices last night?"
Bro. W.
said, "Yes, who were they?"
Pres. T. replied that he had been in
conversation with the Prophet Jos. all night."
Bro. W. then asked
Pres. Taylor who that other personage was? Pres. T. said:
"Did
you hear anyone else?"
"Yes," replied Bro. W.
"Who was it?"
He
was your Lord & Master." said Pres. T.
He was the one who left about
12 M.
By 9 A.M. Pres. Geo. Q. Cannon, Chas. Wilkins and 2 or 3 others
had arrived.
Bro. W. said that there were 11 or 12 of US present,
including him self, his father (Jno. W. Woolley), Lorin's mother &
sister, Dan R. Bateman, Geo. Earl, Chas. Barrell, Geo. Q. Chas.
Wilkins & 2 or 3 others whom I just now can't recall tho Bro. W. told
me their names.
Pres. Taylor then asked each of them what they
thought of pl. marriage & each bore his testimony of it.
Then Pres.
Taylor began talking to this small group of brethren & sisters.
He
talked for 5 hrs. without ceasing.
"His face so shown that we could
hardly look upon him," said Lorin W.
"We would look him in the face
& then cast our eyes down because of the extreme brilliancy of his
countenance.
Some times he was suspended in the air several inches
Journal K Pages 36, 37, 38, 39
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from the floor.
At times I beheld the Prophet JOseph Smith standing
by the side of Pres. Taylor.
(Several times I beheld the Prophet Jos.
standing beside Pres. T) during the five hours he was talking."
Let me say here that Bro. Dan R. Bateman was in the room while
Bro. Lorin W. related this above incident and from time to time would
sanction what Bro. W. was telling & at other times would fill in incidencies which Bro. W. ommitted.
Let me digress long enough to say that Bro. W. said that as early
as 1885 various men high up in the church as Pres. of stakes & others,
had asked that a manifesto be given recalling pl. marriage.
It was
in the afternoon of the night above described when Pres Geo. Q. Franklin S. Richards, Bp. Hy. B. Clawson, Jas. Jack and Jno. T. Cain had
been in consultation with Pres. T. and they had then a manifesto akin
to the woodruff manifesto and asked his advice concerning issuing such
an one.
Before they parted that afternoon Pres. Geo. Q. turned to
Pres. T. and suggested that he ask the Lord His advice before deciding any thing.
Pres. Tay lor turned to Pres Geo. Q. & said:
"Do
you suppose I would do any thing like that without first enquiring
of the Lord & getting his mind & will on it?"
So it was on enquiry
that Jesus & the Prophet Jos. came to Pres. T. that night.
Now to return to Pres. T's address: Woolley said that he He had
laid this manifesto on the table by him.
He said:
"Would I sign
that manifesto?
'No' I would suffer my right hand to be cut off
first.
Would I sanction such a manifesto? 'No,' I would permit my
tongue to be torn from my mouth first."
He said that the day would come when the leaders of the church
would harrass, suppress, & crowd you out of the church over this
principle.
He also said that the day would come when one half of
this people would apostatize over this principle of Marriage, "yea,"
he said, "one half of the half will apostatize from this church.
While Pres. Taylor was talking he put Lorin C. Woolley & Bro. W.
Woolley under a covenant to see that never a year should pass ln which
pl. marriages were not performed.
And he gave them the power to do
this.
If I understand Bro. W. aright, there never has been a year
which they have not seen to this promise & covenant.
Bro. Lorin Woolley told me in great solemmity that Pres Smith
married him to one of his pl. wives in 1908.
There were many other
things which he confided to me.
He said Pres. Taylor said that during the 7th President of the Church the one mighty & Strong should
be raised up & great events would transpire or take place during
that time.
I have wondered if some of Bro. woolley's accounts have
not been changed with the lapse of time.
Much which he (Pres. T.)
said would take place has been fulfilled if Bro W's account is correct.
Only 4 of those present on that occasion are now living.
They
are Jno W. Woolley (father of Lorin), Lorin woolley, Dan R. Bateman
& Geo. Earl.
In my journal before this one, I recorded in brief what Dan Bate~
man told me of that event which was the same as Woolley's account
only not SO detailed.
Journal K pages 39, 40, 41, 42
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Bro. Woolley said that Pres Taylor said that during the 7th President's ruling the church would be in bondage temporally and spiritually.
Here is a copy of Pres. Taylor's revelation given Sept. 27,
1886:
"My son John, you have asked me concerning the new and
everlasting covenant, and how far it is binding upon my
people.
Thus saith the Lord:
'All commandments that I
give must be obeyed by those calling themselves by my
name unless they are revoked by me or by my authority.
And how can I revoke an everlasting covenant? For I the
Lord am everlasting and my everlasting covenant cannot
be abrogated nor done away with, but they stand forever.
Have I not given my word in great plainness on this subject? Yet have not great numbers of my people been negligent in the observance of my law and the keeping of my commandments? And yet have I borne with them these many years
and this because of their weakness, because of the perilous
times.
And furthermore it is now pleasing unto me that men
should use their free agency in regard to these matters.
Never-the-Iess, I, the Lord, do not change, and my word and
my law and my covenant do not.
And as I have heretofore
said by my servant Joseph, 'All those who would enter into
my glory must and shall obey my law."
And have I not commanded men that if they were Abraham's
seed and would enter into my glory, they must do the works
of Abraham?
I have not revoked this law nor will I for
it is everlasting, and those who will enter into my glory
must obey the conditions thereof.
Even so. Amen."
I learn that Pres. Smith and others say it was given to Pres.
Taylor as written.
Apostle Jos. F. Smith Jr said to the quorum of the
Twelve that his father had assured him that this revelation was given
to Pres. Taylor.
It is still in Pres. Taylor's hand writing and is
had on record.
Sept. 3, 1923, Logan, Ut.
My ft. is still quite bad & I can only walk a little ways until
my ft. hurts quite badly.
I have worked a very little since I returned home except to finish "The Mind in the Making" by Dr. Jas. Harvey Robinson, the great
historian.
I consider his analysis of the growth of the mind thru the
ages a master analysis.
He shows that static mental conditions of individuals or nations tend to resist an inovation into their set-form
of thought whether it be governmental, moral, social or religious
systems of thoughts.
No matter how pure the new thought or how great
the uplift, it is the same.
It is fought by the masses.
How true
the observation!
It is examplified in the Pagan religion of Rome
fighting Christ's matchless doctrine & in monarchal systems resisting
demons, etc. Men seem blindly driven to defend their way of thinking without an honest investigation of the new.
We tend to defend
the condi tions which produced the last disaster. "Progress," as he
puts it, "is attempting to bring the mind up to date." He points to
the ignorance & stupidity in rejecting The League of Nations.
Some
Journal K Pages 42, 43, 44, 45
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things in the book I might take issue with, but the vast body of his
analysis I feel is most true. After hearing Thomas Skeyhill lecture
on the caotic conditions of Europe and the future, I had a conversation with him on some of his thoughts.
He then graciously gave me
"The Mind in the Making" with his compliments as an appreciation of
my ideas set forth on that occasion.
In turn I asked him if he would accept the Bk. of Mormon from me.
He promised to do so and also read it.
He wrote on the fly leaf of
this bk. "To Professor J.E. Hickman from his friend Tom Skeyhill"
I
wrote on the fly leaf of the Bk of M. "May this book kindle a new
thought which will be as a ray of light to illumine your life's problems. Accept this book as an appreciation of what you are doing for
the American public."
I finished The Life of Brigham Young, and the "Mormon Batallion."
I have also been reading the Life of Christ by Giovan. Papini.
(It
is an Epoch making bk.
I attended S.S. and discussed with the Parents our reasons for
the gathering.
In the afternoon I spoke on the fulfillment of prophecies now bursting upon the earth.
I did this at the request of Bp.
Worley.
In the evening I spoke in 6th ward before the conjoint associations.
I am reviewing most of the articles in the 1919 The Annual report of the Smithsonian Institution.
I feel these volumes give me
the truest vision of the progress of the world in science, etc.
I
get them from Washington each year.
Juanita is well again & I hope is perminently so.
To day is Kyrmel's birth day.
He is tall for his age of 14. He
is a real nature boy passing thru the the fishing & hunting stage.
These are the instinctive stages which the race tends to pass thru.
I hope he passes thru all the advance stages which the best minds
have attained.
Lorea has gone to her school at Gross Creek, Summit Co.
$103.00 a mo.
It is just a small coal mining camp.

She gets

I am sending Dee $15.00 & will send him some more in a wk. or so.
Sept. 13, 1923, Logan, Ut.
I am still home with a broken ft.
The Dr. has had it bandaged
for about 12 days.
I should have had it bandaged 4 wks. ago, but I
felt it would knit of its own occord.
I am laid up from doing insurance work.
Last Sun. evening I went to Honeyville and delivered an address
on prophecies which are now being fulfilled and others about to burst
upon the earth.
I gave an address today before the Daughters of the Pioneers of
Cache Valley.
Journal K Pages 45, 46, 47
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In brief I said:
"Your organization is to relive the lives and
record the deeds of the pioneers.
There are 3 ways in which we attempt to keep alive an accurate history of the past.
They are recorded
events; the dramatization of leading events, and the rearing of monuments.
The Jews recorded carefully their history & dramatized leading events e.g. "The night of the passover" etc.
They did almost nothing in the way of rearing monuments to fix events and dates.
Your
worthy aim is to gather data and record the deeds of your ancestors
who founded an inland empire while they made the desert their altars.
They toiled with naked hands on the barren rocks of necessity while
they fed at famine's table and slept in the valley of gaunt want.
Tho they sat down to a bare board to eat the crust moistened by their
own tears yet they looked to another world and thanked their God.
It is such pioneers whom you love to honor and hold their deeds In
sacred memory and tell them to your children and your children's
children down thru the corridors of unborn time.
Necessity prepared such a race to do this work, to make the pilgrimage and choose a phantom home in what seemed a God forgotten land
burned by blistering suns and swept by the desert's withering breath
until nature's gifts had shriveled, sickened, or died.
To such a land sought the matchless pioneers--the master men and
master women--over whom you mingle tears and rehearse their matchless
pilgrimage in song and in fervid eulogies.
These are they who turned
their faces like flint toward a savage desert--a land of lean want and
torchering thirst.
These are they who turned a desolation into a
garden of Heprides.
I then told how God sifted nations to get a people who could follow his prophets & redeem a desert.
I reviewed my interview with the famous J. McKeen Cattell and his
analysis of the offspring of the pioneers.
I also reviewed part of
35 ch. of Isaiah and then told of some terrible incidents of their
early history.
In conclusion I said:
"I have with held many striking events,
pitiable sufferings & terrible wrongs.
The words I could utter burn
within me and tremble upon my lips but I shall not utter them. We
as a people are willing to leave jUdgment to future generations and
when the clouds of hatred & of mistrust which hang like a pall over
the genius of this people are dispelled, the story of their living
marterdom will make the heart of the nation ache with pity and remorse."
Sept. 14, 1923, Logan
I have just reed. a letter from the Journal of Heredity stating
they have recd. my thesis on the Monogamic & Polygamic offspring of
the Mormon People.
The editor said:
"I would say your interesting
paper was received and that we plan to publish it in the Journal of
Heredity." XXXX Thanking you for your favor in letting us have this
article I beg to remain" etc
Very Sincerely Yours,
R.C. Cook
Managing Editor.
Journal K Pages 47, 48, 49, 50
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Oct 2, 1923, Roosevelt, Duchesne Co. Ut.
I left home last Mon. and drove to Provo.
Bro M.F. Cowley rode
with me to S.L. We stopped at Ogden and ate dinner with two of the
late brother Butler's wives.
They were very nice to us.
We got into
S.L. about 5 p.m.
I left for Provo at 6:30 P.M.
I stayed at Josephine's.
The next morning I left for here.
I got here at 7 P.M.
This
town has grown up in the last 16 yrs.
The town of about 1000 people
is divided into two wards.
I discussed the subject of marriage &
divorce with parent's class.
In the after noon I spoke in the meeting
on the 100th Anniversary of the visit of the Angel Moroni to Joseph
Smith.
I had most excellent freedom.
There were several non-members
present. Among that number were Dr. Burns, the lecturer at the Chantauqua Course and Miss Sudcliff the manager of the Course.
At the
close of the meeting they both came up and asked for an introduction
to me. They were very profuse in their expressions of appreciatlons
of what I had said.
The young lady said it was one of the most Interesting speeches she ever heard.
They both said that my address
gave them the clearest conception they had ever had of our faith.
The Bp's wife said that after the meeting Dr Burns came to their
place to get the Bk. of M. & D. & Cov.
He said that he was never more
impressed and that he was going to read those bks.
In the evening I went to Ft. Duchesne and addressed an audience
which was 2/3 non-Mormons.
I felt a most depressing influence.
I
learned that there were in the audience one non-Mormon judge, two
ministers, and Catholics & presbyterians.
I took Mary Orser, Frank Orser, & Miss Woolley in my car to Ft.
Duchesne.
Zina Hickman went also & read an excellent piece of Richard Harding Davis'.
Since coming here I have sold $11,000 insurance.
Francis has been
out here for over a mo. & has sold over $70,000 insurance.
I have met some of my former students & friends.
Mary Orser is
Ella'li> (my. 1st wife!.s) sisters.
She is a very fine character.
She
has taught nearly all the time since she was married.
Her husband,
Frank Orser is a very nice man but has never taken any part in the
church.
I sent a ch. to pay Dee~~ semi-annual payment to Federal Bank of
Berkeley.
I paid my Aug. & Sept. installments on my home. Sept.
installment on my car of $40.00.
I also sent Dee $15.00 for loans
& Othello $15.00 to help pay for wheat.
Francis has Zina & children
here.
I am living with them.
I saw Lynn Orser and wife.
Lynn is my nephew, Mary's son.
I
make mention of many of my friends & relatives for it seems if some
mention is not made by me that many of these persons' names will be
forgotten for the want of someone to record their names & their
dads.
It is too bad that every person is not compelled to make a
record of himself & his.
Journal K Pages 50, 51, 52
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Oct. 7, 1923 Roosevelt, Ut.
Have written insurance all week.
letters from home & friends.

I wrote $20,000.

Got several

I discussed the subject with the Parents Class this morning &
lectured before the M.I.A. conjoint of the two wards on the External
Evidences of Bk. of M.
The house was full.
Unfortunately I talked
too long for some numbers had to be cut out.
I wrote two letters of
condolence to day, one to Mrs. Sarah Dixon due to death of Bro. John
De Gray Dixon of Provo.
He was one of earth's noblemen.
I wrote one
to H.E. Hatch of Logan because of the death of his son L.E. Hatch
who died on his mission in Hollend.
I meet up with former students
& friends out here.
My ft.

is not well yet.

It bothers me to walk.

Oct. 17, Roosevelt,
Last wk we only wrote 9500.00 insurance.
I attended 5.5., spoke 1st ward in after noon for 20 min. At
night Bro. Oilman took me to Neola to speak to M.I.A. convention.
Yesterday I went to Moffet & saw Pres. Verne Colton.
Oct. 31, 1923 Kamas, Ut.
Two weeks ago we (G.F. & I)

sold over $15,000.

Oct. 21, Thomas Richardson, my brother-in-law, died of paralysis.
I was In Roosevelt when I rec'd the telephone.
Francis and I left
early Mon. morning and drove into Provo that afternoon.
Pres. Smart
rode to Provo with us.
Thos. Richardson was a father of 9 children, one of whom died in
early childhood.
His sons are Thos. Leslie, Milton, Sterling, Weslie & Alton.
The one who died at about when 2 yrs. old was named
Othello. The daughters are Jennevieve, Lucy, & Eunice. My sister
Eunice Lettie is the mother to all of the above children. Tho Thomas
Richardson was 63 yrs. of age, his family were deeply grieved.
He
had been a very examplary man even from his early manhood. He was
my playmate and companion from the time I was 7 yrs. of age well
was he worthy.
I had always loved him for his bravery, honor, & devout sinserity.
He was a man as well as a boy with few or no faults.

He & his wife (Eunice) loved each other from earliest youth & all
their married life were devoted to each other. Their children were
& are most congenial and as far as I know never quarrelled with each
other.
Tho Tues (Oct. 23) was very stormy yet there was a large audience
present.
I was one of the 4 speakers at the funeral.
I was so deeply touched over the death of my friend, I could scarcely control my
feelings.
There was a gorgeous display of flowers.
The funeral washeld at Benjamin where he has lived since a very small child.
He
Journal K Pages 52, 53, 54, 55
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was buried in the Benj. cemetery on the old mound where he & I often
roamed over as boys & herded our cows.
G.F. & I started back for S.L. after staying in Benj. two days
consoling & visiting my sister Eunice & family.
We left S.L. Sat. & went to Provo.
There I met my son~elton~
whom I have not seen since he was a boy of 9 yr's old.
His mother
(Helen) left me and married a Mr Benedict & left for parts unknown
in Idaho.
But he proved to be a very cruel & brutish husband for he
often struck & choked her until after bearing 4 chil~ren~.from him,
she left him.
That is why I knew little or nothing of my two sons-Myrthus & Felton--for a number of yrs.
Felton is now attending the
B.Y.U.
He is now 18 yrs. of age & is in his 1st yr. of college.
He is a very nice boy.
I have been sending him a little money for 5
or 6 yrs.
His brother Myrthus is attending the U. of Utah.
I am not
wholly pleased with his life for the last 2 yrs.
He claims he is trying to redeem his life.
G.F. & I came to Wallsburg Sun after noon.
I attend afternoon
meeting & partook of the sacrament.
At night I spoke to the last
session of the ward conference.
On Mon. we wrote up $5000 & landed
in Heber that night.
We spent 2~ days making collections on notes taken for insurance
and were quite successful.
We carne here this after noon.
We leave
for Roosevelt tomorrow.
I sent Bee· $15.00 to live on,
I sent $30.00 to Othello to finish paying the check he redeemed of mine;
I paid $83.80 to Western
Loan & Bldg. Co.
I pay that amount each mo. for 8 or 9 yrs. to pay
for my home & mature my $4000 stock.

While in S.L. I met Leon, Juanita, & Lorea.
They were there
attending State Teachers conv.
While there I had a slight collision
with my car & another driven by a woman.
I paid the fixing of her
car ($4.25.).
Felton's baptism recorded on p. 100
Nov. 24, 1923--0n the train from Logan to Downey.
I left Roosevelt Nov. 17 and came by stage to Price & from there
to Ogden that evening & on home next morning.
I found all well at
home.
I had been gone about 2 mos.
I was called horne due to a suit
of mine which Earl had appealed to the district court from the City
Court.
The jury awarded me the full amount --+10% interest--from
date of note + $13.00 attorney fees.
I regretted to sue for my pay
but i~ was my only way to get it.
I learn that this is not the first
time he has tried to beat his fellow men.
His attempted dishonesty
has cost him about $175 + plus the amount he owed me + int which is
over $120.00.
G.F. & I had sold $193,500 of insurance in the last
2~ mos.
I lectured four times at Neola and once at Haden.
I was engaged
to speak at Altonia before the teachers and parents class, but I got
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G.F. to take my place as I was called home.
I am now on my way to Downey Arimo & Robins to deliver 2 or 3
addresses per agreement & attend to some insurance business.
Requested address M.I.A. convention Sun. in Logan, but could not.
One dealing with the world from an Educational basis gets a different
Vlew of humanity than he does when he deals with them from a financial basis.
In the former work he gets a more exalted view than he
does when he deals with them on financial lines.
Dec. 2, 1923, Logan. Ut.
I returned from Ida. Tues. Nov. 28.
I spoke in Robin.
Attended
S.S. in Arimo.
I did a very little collecting while north.
I wrote
two persons.
I have been home since then except I went to Preston yesterday
with G.F.
G.F. & Zina, Laura & Eunice, my sisters are here. We had several days visit. We were all to Annie's for supper Fri. night.
I attended fast meeting to day and was asked by the Bp. to make
opening remarks.
This fast day the entire church is putting forth a
special effort to have all the people make an extra effort in fast
day donations.
All of which will be sent to Germany to feed & clothe
the poor Saints.
However we have made a special effort to gather
clothes to send to German Saints. Our ward alone gathered 680 Ibs.
of good clothing & sent to the Saints in Germany. There must have
been hundreds of thousands of clothing sent thru out our church.
I
gave $3.00. We had already sent in the last yr. to Martha's relatives
there, $20.00 at different times.
I gave the Thanks giving address
In our ward before the M.I.A.
There was born to Radino & Leona a baby girl this morning at 7:30
A.M.
Leona has kidney trouble so her babe is very premature but think
it will live.
It weighs 5 Ibs.
I leave tomorrow after noon for S.L. & then on to Roosevelt.
Fern is to be operated on Tues. morning for appendicitis.
Dec. 27, 1923. Logan. Ut.
G.F. & I drove
Home again.
I arrived home Xmas day at 12:30 P.M.
from Roosevelt Dec. 24 to S.L. We got there at 9:30 P.M.
Fern was operated on for appendicitis. Appendix was removed also
of each overy & the gall bladder.
It had two large gall stones in
it.
I watched the operation.
She came out of the operation very well
and has so recovered that she is home again, but unable to do any
work yet.
I went to see her for an hour the night I got in S.L.
I
took her 18 or 20 lb. turkey for Xmas.
~

We (G.F. & I) went out to Roosevelt the 3rd day after Fern was
operated on.
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G.F. & I only sold $32000 insur-ance during this mo. We only worked 2 wks. yet we made $616.65 a piece, but we took mostly notes.
While away I went.to various towns in Duchene Co. --Duchene, Myton,
Roosevelt Ft. Duchesne, Randalett, Lapoint Bennett, Hayden, Neola,
Ioka, Upalko & Altonah.
I lectured in Ft. Duchesne Hayden & Roosevelt.
I
ternoon in the quarterly Conference at Roosevelt also
and gave the address before the conjoint Sun. night.
Journal of Clippings.
The Lord poured his spirit out
audience to a great degree.

spoke Sat. afSun. after noon
See comments in
upon me & the

Francis & I bought two dressed pigs--123 Ibs & 129 Ibs. & ten
big tUrkeys--174.5 lbs.
I found all well at home & all are happy
with the generous gifts of Santa Claus. Martha and ten of my children
bought me a very fine roller topped desk for Xmas.
I rec'd gifts from
Geo, Othello, Dee & Eugene aside from the gift from the ten others.
We have a very beautiful xmas tree with its decorations & tiny electric light globes lighting it up.
The subjects of my five addresses while in Duchesne Co. this last
trip were:--The law of tithing is a key to our temperal or financial
salvation and yet we are so sodden minded we can't realize the eternal
divinity in it.
God is forever attempting to establish uS in law,
but we are looking for something which does not require effort.
In
the next address (Sun. after noon) I revealed to the audience the
great law underlying the command--love your neighbor as your self &
love your enemies & pray for those who despitefully use you. etc.
I
pointed out that each emotion produced a chemical change--anger &
fear produce poisons which injure us, etc, that it took much more the
spirit of God to love our enemies than it did to love our neighbors.
At Ft. Duchesne I lectured on the External Evidences of the Bk.
of M.
In Hayden I lectured on the mental & brain development in youth,
etc.
I did some sketching on the blackboard. My words were gratefully
received.
In the conjoint at Roosevelt I spoke on the fulfillment of
prophecies, especially those being fulfilled now & those about to burst
upon the earth. My words seldom ever produced a greater influence upon
audiences than they did Sun. afternoon & Sun. eve.
Dec. 30, 1923, Logan, ut.
I have been home· reading, writing and enjoying myself.
Today (Sun.) I went to Richmond and delivered a lectured on the
literature of the Bk. of M.
This was my first attempt.
Heretofore
I had been so busy with the story of the Bk. of M. its doctrines, its
vision, policies & its evidences I had rather neglected to fully analyze 4ts literature and measure it with the literature say of the
Bible, or types of literature set forth by critics.
In my analysis of the book I showed that it abounded in splendid
examples of the definition, narration, exposition, argumentation,
etc.
The literature abounded largely with exposition & the narrative.
I explained & read passages to show that it contained types of the
Journal K Pages 60, 61, 62
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Ode, the Pastorial, the Oration, the Apostrophe, the Psalm, the Drama,
& the Epistle as well as most exalted utterances, running thru the Bk.
I also pointed out the fact that the Sermon delivered by Jesus--"The
Constitution of the Human Race"--was probably the most perfect example
of the syllogistic or deductive argument ever written.
Supt. Larsen, at
the close of my lecture, said that it was a revelation to him & those
present concerning the leterature of the Bk. of M.
He also said to the
stake officers of the Sun. School of Bearson Stake assembled there, that
Professors of the B.Y.C. & the U.A.C. had told him I was the most versatile man & widely read on more subjects than almost any person they have
ever known.
It is not what I know which lifts me up in my feelings, but
what I do not know mocks & distresses me.
From a child, I have been keen
ly sensitive over my limitations.
No matter what degrees of attainment
I may accomplish I seem to be weighed down by a vivid realization of how
little I know.
I have never received a degree or a diploma but that I
was made sad, feeling I was over estimated.
Tho I have lying away in the
bottom of an old trunk 3 or 4 diplomas and four degrees, and still another in the waiting, yet I can't think of them without an element of
humiliation.
I feel the more we know the humbler we become.
I am forever hungering for more knowledge, keener intelligence, and a greater
and a diviner vision of life and of the mystery of the myriad truths and
laws which lie about us.

I
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It is said Moses was the humblest man in all Israel.
Yet Moses had
been brought up in the courts of the Pharaohs and priests.
He was masterl
of their natiooal knowledge as well as learned in the learning of the
Orient which he got in Media.
After all this, he was with God 40 days
on Sinai's heights and I may say walked & talked with God all his remain-,
109 days.
As far as we know he was the first man to be given the accura
& detailed knowledge of the earth's history with the exception of Abraham.
He saw the glories of the heavens and God's innumerable crestions.
He
held the keys of salvation and was given power to be as God to Israel,
yet he was the humblest man living.
Knowledge subdues one's pride and
deflates his feeling of his mistaken greatness.
How little we know!
No wonder God is angered at the pride of man.
I sometimes think that
pride is an indication of mental myopia.

I
I

I attend our ward meeting last night and listened to a very good tallil
by Bro. Carlyle on temple work.
Lorea has gone back to her school at Grass Creek.
I spoke a harsh
sentence to her last night--and am feeling badly over it.
I have prayed
God to bless her and bless me that I will be able to counsel without censure. We are all hurt when we are censured. We prefer counsel and feel
a blessing in it.
I want to be known for my kindness at home & abroad.
The Bishopric (Bp. Worley, Hammond & Thatcher) have decided to call
Valko upon a mission at least to send his name in to the presidency of
the Church for a mission.
They talked the matter over with my wife & me.
We were willing and so was Valko.
He has been a very good boy free from any manner of sin & folly,
which I know of.
He does not profane or break the Word of Wisdom He is
kind & obedient.
He has been a blessing and a comfort to our home from
his infancy.
I am grateful for hi~ splendid life.
He is going with
Journal K
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Rebecca Cardon, a very nice girl.
They have been desirous of being
married before he goes on his mission, but as they are young--he is 20
yrs & she 19--we have urged they delay the marriage until he returns.
Jan. 13, 1924,
Salt Lake, Ut.
Valko has reed. his call from President Heber J. Grant to go to the
California mission.
He leaves here Jan. 23.
He is willing to go and is
reading the Bible especially the New Testiment.
He and Rebecca desired
to get married before he left for his mission.
But his mother and I advised he wait until he returns from his mission.
He was willing to take
our advice and wait.
I left horne last Tues. and have been here checking up with G.F. &
the Co.
I find I am quite a bit behind with G.F.
I am paying about
$200.00 to him on the deterioration of his car.
Juanita came down yesterday to recive a treatment from Dr. Brown
for the soreness of her head and almost perpetual headache.
I have read half of Giovanni Papinni's "Life of Christ".
It is a
master analysis of Christ & his teachings.
His language is most powerful & Eloquent.
I consider it, in a way, the best life of Christ ever
written.
papini is Italy's foremost literary scholar and critic.
Juanita, Marva, Martha & I attended the photo play entitled "The
Covered Wagon".
I took Juanita & Fern to the Pantagas theatre last
night.
Today I attended the afternoon session of Liberty Stake Conference in the big tabernacle.
I am staying with Fern tonight.
Durell, Fern's son, is a most voracious reader.
During this Xmas holidays he read about 14 or 15 bks. He
finishes a bk. a night.
Jan. 27, 1924, Coalville, Ut.
I went to Wasatch Co. with G.F. for a wk.
We made some collections
and wrote a few thousand of insurance. We went back to S.L. and from
there I went home Sun. morning & returned Mon. after noon to S.L. with
Valko.
Rebecca Cardon, (Valko's betrothed), Marva & my wife Martha. We
went with Valko all day while he received instructions from the apostles
& the Seven Presidents of Seventies and while he was set a part for his
mission.
We went back Wed. morning to the Patriarch Smith while he received his blessing.
He left Wed. 1:30 P.M. for San Francisco.
He and
Bro. Hall are assigned to that field of labor. His girl was nearly heartbroken but his mother held up well.
Martha & Marva returned home at
2 P.M. the same day.
I left with G.F. for this county. We stayed in Henefer Thurs night
& saw some of our customers and wrote $2500.00 insurance.
We got here
Friday afternoon.
We have been visiting those who are dropping their insurance.
I met Lorea here.
She stayed over night here & I took her up to.
Grass Creek yesterday afternoon.
I visited her schoolhouse.
She seems
to be doing well with her school.
The people like her.
She intends to
teach in Ogden next Winter.
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I have attended conference here all day.
Jensen were the Visiting brethren.

Apostle Smith & Andrew

I

G.F. and I were invited out to supper by Mr & Mrs. Martindale. Thi,1I
evening we were invited to supper by Sheriff Clark & wife.
I find I must earn $550.00 a mo. to pay my enstallments & interests
as well as keep Valko on a mission.

I

Feb. 9, 1924 Logan, Ut
•.
GF & I visited most of those who are letting their policies drop in
Summit Co.
Some of them are renewing.
I took ill with aching in my
bones and a malignant sore throat.
Dr. French said I should return hamel
for I was really a sick man and must not risk lying around cold hotels.
So I came home last Man (Feb 4).
I am now better & expect to return to
work about tomorrow or next day.
Have been answering my back correspondence for over a day.
written over 20 letters.

I have

I have been paid in full by Mr Peterson on my home at Provo.
The
last note & interest was $217.95.
It just came In time to pay my over
draft of $175.00.

I
I
I

The folks are well at home.
Valko writes home that he has got down
to work in San Francisco.
Sent Dee $30.00 more.
The spirit of the Lordi
is with us at home & peace is in our souls tho we are very heavily involved.
I have been reading a number of Lit. Digests & other magazines
which I was behind with.
The passing of Woodrow Wilson closes the life of one of the Greatest men of the Ages.
History will write his name with the mightiest of
all historic characters.
I feel the League of Nations which is the result of his brain is the greatest conception of Universal Peace that
has ever been conceived by mortal brain.
The historians of the future
will so write it.
I believed God inspired that instrument of law & liberty.
If nations--this nation--will not accept it war will sweep the
earth anew.
Feb. 17, 1924, Morgan, Ut.
I left home last Mon. but I am not feeling very well yet.
Iarrived here from S.L. last Wed. eve.
I have sold only $1000 insurance
since coming.
I have a few prospects.
It seems hard to break into
this Co.
This is the 1st selling I have tried to do here.
I attended S.S. & meeting today.
I spoke 35 min. this afternoon
on the W. of Wisdom and tried to show the greatness of its blessings to
all who would live it.
I gave in brief a review of my own research on
this line.
I gave a number of examples showing wherein God's promises
were made true.
I am stopping here at the Morgan hotel.
I want to live to do good to my fellow men.
If it were possible I
should like to be called to give all my time to the lifting up of my
generations.
I had a short talk with Adam Bennion.
He says he saw Geo.
& Luella & took dinner with them.
He spoke very highly of both of them
Journal K
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and was most extravagant in his praise for Geo's baby boy (Geo. Jr.).
He says that it is a wonderful child.
I received a very nice reply from Pres. Heber J. Grant to my letter
asking that his prediction be taken up and taught by all ward teachers
impressing the people with the great importance of his promise.
In part
his letter said:
Dear Brother Hickman:--"Replying to your letter of Jan. 8th, which
reached my office during my absence from the city.
I wish to thank
you for all the good things you say about me in this letter.
I am
glad that you appreciate the remarks that I made at the last semiannual conference, and assure you that I have no objections to any
of the Bishop who may see fit to do so to use these instructions
for the benefit of the Saints over whom they preside.
Hoping this
will be satisfactory to you & ever pray for your welfare,
I

am,

Sincerely your friend & brother
Heber J Grant,
Mar. 17, 1924 Morgan, Ut.
Since last writing I have been home twice & twice to S.L.
I have
been sick or ailing for a month or more.
I have not written much insurance.
It only amounts to about $35000 this yr.
I have in connection
with G.F. my brother, written about $40,000 up here & in Coalville the
last month.
It has been slow writing. We have some good prospects for
June & Sept.
I have spoken twice in the south ward & three times in the north
ward. While in S.L. the last time G.F. broke my car & it cost us $59.83
to fix it.
While there I went and heard the Hindu lecture.
He is a
PhD. man from LeLand Stanford Uni.
He is lecturing on the Hindu religion, etc.
He does not believe in a Personal God, but God is spirit & is
every where.
Is in every thing. He is us & we are He. The Hindoo says
we are divine. At the beginning & close of each lecture he asks the
audience to chant the word "Ohm" in a singing tone for several times. It
means I am divine.
He told of the great results of the Hindu Psychology
& the power its study produces.--It is the Psychology of faith.
Thru
its knowledge they can suspend animation for weeks & months & be resucitated again. Mightymiracles are wrought thru awaking the divine in their
masters or those who have developed the divine to a certain degree.
They
can even suspend them selves in the air, etc.
He believes Jesus the
greatest of all the great masters.
He says that the sermon on the Mount
is the greatest conception of the human race.
Take it out of the Bible &
the rest is not worth much.
I took issue with the Hindoo on two occasions during his lectures also after the meeting.
I am away behind in my monthly payments.
I am much distressed over
my situation.
I am earnestly praying that the Lord will aid me in my
work & help me to raise means to pay my debts.
He has aided me in the
past & I believe He will lift me up and make me victorious in my great
financial struggle.
While here I have roomed at Mrs. Bessie Graham's place. She is a
widow lady.
Her place is so home-like & pleasant I am much pleased with
Journal K
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my quarters.
While in S.L. I went to see Pres. Ivins about Steven L.
Richard's instruction to Bps & presidents of Stakes to not calIon
salesmen or life insurance men to speak in their meetings & warned them
against such men.
I was at the Priesthood meeting here when Richards
made this talk. When I told Pres. I. of what R. said, Pres. Ivins said:
"Bro Hickman, I am surprised that Steven L. would make such a remark. We
are in the life insurance business ourselves.
Such a thought is not the
policy of the church and I will look into this matter".
I told him that
I had spoken in many of the stakes & wards at the solicitation of Bps.
and presidents of Stakes and that I had talked over 60 times last yr. &
was much chagrined over Apostle Richards' remarks.
I said to Pres. I.
that I could not endure to be classed as a renegade or an undesirable
citizen and if insurance men were to be suppressed & disparaged I would
leave the work.
He told me that he had heard most favorable comments of
my speaking in Salt Lake stakes.
He said to go on speaking when ever
called upon and to pay no attention to what Stven L. had said.
Have reed. letters from, Martha, Dee, Vivian, Othello, Eugene,
Lorea, & George. Valko is doing well in his work.
I am keeping up with
my magazine reading.
I am also reading Papini's Life of Christ and Dr
Ounlaps recent work on Psychology.
Mar. 30, 1924, Logan, Ut.
I came home a wk ago last Thurs. from Morgan.
I have been home
reading, writing & getting up with some of my back work I am to begin
work here in Cache Valley on insurance tomorrow morning.
I am taking
Prof. Howell to introduce him to insurance work He is to be my agent.
I am away behind in my monthly payments on the Hickman Estate &
the Motors Co. also my monthly payment on the home.
I attended Priesthood meeting last Mon. evening.
I attended S.S.
today.
We had the subject--"Music--its moral & immoral influences".
I attended with Martha, last Thurs. a Parents & Teachers' meeting
at the Junior H.School.
The program consisted of exercises given in
Woodwork, physical culture, Domestic Science, etc.
Leon's students did
some juggling work thru the application of Chemistry.
The program included vocal & instrumental selections by the orchestra of about 30
pleces.
After the program we were served to a nice luncheon.
By request I discussed for a short time, the value of programed study hours.
Reed. letters from Valko, Othello & Vivian. Valko needs money. We
sent $10.00 to Martha's relatives in Germany who are in distressed circumstances.
The Journal of Heredity has published (or at least has it set up
for publication) my thesis (or a brief of it) on'the study of the Mogamic & polygamic offspring it probably will be out this mo.
Apr. 8, 1924, Logan, Ut.
I returned home over two weeks ago & then went to S.L. annual conference.
The speaking was exceptionally good by most all speakers. The
great theme was the authenticity & greatness of our work--God's work.
Journal K
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I refrain from briefing the speeches for they are all published in full
& put in pamphlet form.
I attended all sessions except the general
priesthood meeting. On Sun. I attended the two open air meetings on the
tabernacle grounds. The speaking was all done in the tabernacle and thru
radio & amplifiers we could hear most distinctly allover the grounds.
There must have been 15,000 to 20,000 on the grounds especially in the
afternoon.
iIll.Q:le"inS.L. we organized the Pease and Hickman organizations for
tUie:purpose to gather bur geneologfesanddo the work for our kindred
dead, also to develop a greater social & spiritual unity.
I was appointed president of the Hickman Organization. We hope to begin a worthwhile
research for our ancestors.
I have sold but little insurance this yr.
greater fury from now on.

I am going after it with

Apr. 15, 1924 Logan, Ut.
We had Quarterly conference last Sat & Sun. Apostle Talmage and
Elder Edgar Levi Young were the visiting brethren.
day.

Pres. Surge Ballif's wife died in S.L. and was buried here yesterBra O.F. Whitney gave a most wonderful address.

Bro. Robert Fife of the 4th Ward was killed by a falling limb from
a tree at his home last Sat.
I was at his bedside at his death.
He &
his family had been our neighbors for several years. We all feel deeply
over his death.
They are a very nice family.
The funeral is tomorrow.
I finished Giovanni Papini's Life of Christ.
It is a wonderful
word picture of His life.
I appreciate his bk. better than any other
work I have read of the Life of Christ.
I have read 5 or 6 other writers on the Life of Christ.
Marva was 11 yrs. old Apr. 13. She is very happy with her gifts.
She is a beautiful child--happy, intelligent & quick of mother wit. She
is gifted in song, in reading, & in oral & written language. She is
creative in her work, but not very apt in Arithmetic as yet.
It is a
case of an artistic temperment not strong in the abstract. This is a
rule with nearly all artistic persons.
Apr. 21, 1924, Logan, ut.
We have had quarterly C. & I see I have already recorded this
Bro. Robert Fife was buried last Wed.
I was one of the speakers
(see clipping).
I was blessed with splendid freedom.
Several were
heard to say that it was the greatest funeral sermon they had ever
heard delivered.
I delivered the Easter address in the 1st Ward S.S. and the Easter
Sermon in the 9th Ward Sun. evening.
I have sold but little insurance of late.
It seems almost impossible to find those who will take.
I have however 20 or 30 prospects
who will take later.
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Pres. J.O. Carter phoned me today a new proposition on insurance.
I have gotten Bro E.R. Gibbs to take up the insurance for our Co.
May 4, 1924, Logan Ut
I have been writing insurance with E.R. Gibbs for nearly 2 wks. We
have sold about $12000 or $13000.
It is getting a little easier.
I attended S.S. last Sun. We had up, amidst other thoughts, why
baptism for dead must be done here or not at all.
I stated that it
could not be done in the hereafter because in the Celestial world there
would be no water for the earth would be celestialized and as a sea of
glass.
Rev. ch. 21 says there will be "no sea", etc. My idea caused
quite a disturbance in the minds of many.
I quoted also from D.&.C. and
also from the Compendium--sayings of the Prophet Joseph.
I went to South Cache High School last Tues. by special request and
gave 30 min. address.
The school was very appreciative.
Luella & baby carne from California.
She left Geo. well.
He is
taking his final exam for his J.D. (Doctor of Jurisprudence).
He takes
his exam. from the State for admittance to practice in Cali. in June.
He is undecided whether he will settle in San Francisco or Los Angeles.
One of the big attornies of San Francisco tells him to begin his law
practice alone & build up.
He will do better. His baby is a very healthy & brilliant child.
I have received the Journal of Heredity with my article in it.
It
is according to the editors, a very creditable article. As a result of
it Paul Polenoe one of the Editors of the Journal has written me asking
I write an article for the magazine entitled Good Health on my findings
of the effects of narcostimulants.
He is interested in this magazine.
I have not made a reply to the request, but I will try to write a 2 or 3
thousand word article.
May 20, 1924 Logan,
Have sold more insurance.
Have been able so far to keep up with
nearly all my monthly payments.
spoke in 2nd Ward Logan, May 11 (Mother's day) to the S.School-upper departments & parents.
In the evening I spoke in the 4th Ward of
this city to a large house on the subjects of Mother's day. I traced the
history of Mother's day.
Pointed out that we could largely measure one's
intelligence by what he loved & worshiped.
I also traced the historic
growth of woman from her lOWly an unappreciated position--a servant, if
not a slave, and with out a Soul, up to her splendid position of today-in learning, her social position and her power in the betterment movements of the world, etc.
I even ventured to say what position she would
play in the future in the betterment & government of the world.
She was
the first of the human race to enter mortality, the first to announce
mortal and the first to declair life immortal or the resurrection. She
was the first to declair Jesus the Son of the Living God, tho many attribute that to Peter, but he was second as he was in announcing the
resurrection.
I reviewed the declining birth rate, its causes which
were education, social ambitions, etc., etc.
I
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Mon. (May 12) I went to S.L. to meet with our Co.
I went from there
to Clearfield & sold insurance with Horace K. Clark. We did fairly well.
I came home last Sat. eve.
I attended H. Priests' meeting Sun forenoon,
The Bk. of M. pageant in the afternoon.
It was a very unique conception.
It had a few things which might have been improved upon.
In the evening I attend our ward meeting the Priests took charge of
the meeting & conducted all the exercises. This was done thru out the
church. This was in honor of the anniversary of the bestowal of the
Aaronic Priesthood, by John the Baptist.
Lorea got home Sun. She has been teaching in Grass Creek, Summit
Co. for a school yr. We were glad to see her.
George W. has phoned to Luella that he has passed all studies for
his degree--Doctor of Jurisprudence.
I am very happy for his achievement.
I am planning to turn in my Chevrolet car & get a new one. I only
get $375.00 for my old car. tho I have only had it a yr.
I pay $640
for a new one.
There seems a wave of fatal accidents with auto's the last few
weeks.
In fact accidents are increasing every yr. They have doubled
in last 3 yrs.
May 30, 1924, Logan.
We have had most wonderful rains this wk. allover the state. The
Saints have been praying for rain for some of their crops had not come
up due to extreme dryness.
A wk. ago last Fri. George came from Cali. He let no one know he
was coming. We have had a nice visit. He returned to Calif. today.
Luella & the baby will remain here for an other mo. Geo. had been away 2 yrs. Geo. got his J.D. and came out with considerable honor. He
has accepted the invitation to go into McEnerney's law office. He is
the biggest lawyer in San Francisco. He gives Geo. $150.00 a mo. for
a time until he proves himself.
It is considered a great honor to be
given the invitation to enter his office.
He told Geo. that the moment
he entered his (McEnerney's) office he would be acknowledged as an accredited attorney in Calif.
I find Geo's ideas a just a bit liberal.
I had a long talk with him & I feel he will take a more normal view in
regards to this, the Lord's work. He has the promise of a great man if
he will walk in God's paths.
Radino graduated today. He got his B.S. degree in Commerce and
Business Administration. He is highly recommended by his head Professors. He has 3 or 4 positions offered him in the B.Y. College, also
two positions as Bk keeper in Cherry Blosson & Howell's Clothing store.
He has an other position offered him to go with the Bell Telephone Co.
He may not take either. He is justly proud to realize that he has his
degree at 22 yrs. of age. He and Geo. are my only two sons to get their
degrees so far.
Others will follow.
Leon & Winnie have taken my new car (Overland) & gone south. They
are to sell knit goods for Tonnesbeck Knitting works.
If they do well,
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he will finish college next yr.
My wife, Martha, Juanita & I attended the Graduation exercises to
day. Pres. Ivins made a very neat address also W.W. Armstrong of Salt
Lake.
There were about 147 who took degrees at the Agri. College today.
So far the biggest class to graduate.
I only sold $4000 this wk.

I hope to do better next wk.

I have read Dr. Fred Pack's book entitled "Science and a Belief in
God".
It is a very creditable work.
It is well edited and he has made
a fair defence for both Science & religion.
I do not agree with him in
all, but it is a very splendid effort.
I went to Clearfield for 3 days on insurance work.
Marva completed the 6th grade, Kyrmel the 8th grade, and Thorval
passed into the 3rd yr. H.S.
I haven't a child who is not years in advance of what I waS at their age.
I surely feel this generation is superior to their fathers.
To realize that Marva only 11 yrs. of age and
has read over 150 volumes.
In that number are the 19 Bks of Knowledge.
She is a far better reader now than I was at 25 yrs. of age.
It will
shock my readers when I tell you I learned my fractions at 19 yrs of
age & at that time studied my 1st lesson in Grammar.
It is woeful to
think about.
But when I began I made quite rapid progess.
In one yr.
(19 to 20) I completed in a way 6,7,& 8 grades.
I, in a way, completed
4 yrs. H.S. in 2~ yrs.
I did my work for two degrees (B.L.&B.S.) in
Michigan in 3 yrs. & 3 six-wk's summer schools.
I did my work for my
A.M. in one yr.
I did all required work for my ph.D. in one yr. by
gathering my data for my thesis while teaching.
I gathered my data for
my A.M. while teaching as well and that is why I was able to accomplish
so much while studying.
Yet I never reed. a degree but that I was filled with a sadness which was almost a kin to pain.
It was a sadness &
alonging for something bigger, deeper, & more profound.
I felt keenly
my limitations.
June 18, 1924, Logan, Ut.
The land is very dry, the crops are as a rule poor.
The people
are praying for rain.
The report from our ranch is that the grain is
extremely poor but the alfalfa is doing well.
Since last writing I have been twice in Clearfield & surrounding
wards selling insurance with H.W. Clark.
He is a very fine character.
By special appointment I spoke in the West Point ward on "Prophecy
& and its fulfillment".
I am asked to speak in the same ward a wk. from
Sun.
I am also billed in one of the other wards.
I sent Valko an other $40.00.

He is doing well in his work.

I sent Frank Edmans a $25.00 check to pay for the check he indorsed
for Reginald and had to pay.
He did not desire to take it and asked to
return it to me.
He felt kindly toward Reg. even tho he (E.) had lost
$25.00.
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Radino has gone to S.L. to work.
He has begun with the Telephone
Co. & expects to work up to become one of their head accountants.
I leave tomorrow.to meet G.F. at Ogden and then we go to Morgan &
Summit Cos. for a wk. or so. We are not selling much insurance tho we
are busy most of the time.
Lorea & Juanita are attending Summer School here at the A.C.
are taking one course under Dr. Thorndike of Columbia Uni.
I met
& had a very nice visit with him for an hr. I took Marva with me
him.
He is one of America's greatest Psychologists and an author
many bks & magazine articles.

They
him
to see
of

Bro E.R. Gibbs is doing well in selling insurance.
July 9, 1924. Clearfield, Ut.
I have been here four times and during that time we sold $36,500.
since May 15 Also, during that time I wrote, with Gibbs & G.F., over
$30,000.00
Valko was operated on for appendicitis in San Francisco a wk. ago
last Sat. night. His appendix had already broken. After the operation
paratonitis set in, and he was close to death for several days.
Geo,
thru Drs Robinson & Allerton, phoned for Martha to come to Francisco,
but she felt Valko would live & hesitated to go and four hours later
phoned to the Dr. to know the worst. The Dr. phoned back that was a
slight improvement so she didn't go.
Every day since he seemed to improve a little till now we feel he is out of danger at least we have
all hopes he ~ill recover.
We have reed. telegrams daily for nearly a
wk. also letters keeping us posted as to his progress, etc.
I spoke in Sun. School before Parent's Class in Clearfield & in
the afternoon in West Point a wk ago last Sun. & at the conclusion of
the meeting Bp. Bennett offered prayer for Valko's recovery. A splendid spirit prevailed. Several came up to me after the meeting & said
they felt Valko would recover. The Elders in San Francisco fasted for
him.
I with others here fasted for him. We are very gratefuL for the
answering of our prayers.
Rebecca has been much exercised over Valko's
condition.
Bp. Worley & Thatcher came to Martha and offered to pay her
fare to Cali. & return if she would go.
I spoke in West Point 2 wks. ago Sun Last Sun. evening I spoke in
this ward (Clearfield), but the audience was varied, ranging from little
children to those 60 yrs. old & I could not satisfy myself or anyone
else, it seemd to me.
We (H.W. Clark & I) have not written up much this wk.
but hope to do something to morrow (Thurs.)

($10,500),

Dr. Evans of the Associated press writes a comment on my article
in the Journal of Heredity in The S.Lake Tribune.
Francis (my brother) & I spent a wk in Morgan Co. We wrote a few
thousand & pd. a death claim to Geo. Heiner of $2000 for the accidental
shooting of his son Clyde.
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July 13, 1924 Logan, Ut
I have not been well for over two weeks.
I have been in bed for
2 or 3 days.
I have been exausted and almost spiri tless at times. I got
up out of a sick bed the morning of July 4, had a bath and took about
4 or 5 spoonsful of coffee in a cup of milk and cream and sugar.
It
helped me to feel myself.
I was able to deliver an oration at Lewiston
which was a credit to myself.
Senator Hoggen said "it was a master effort" and he was full of praise for things said,
I not only reviewed in
brief the history of the past, but analyzed the moral and political situation of the world.
I took occasion to point out the meaning & greatness of the League of Nations.
We conceived it and then rejected our
own creation.
We did i t thru political prejudices and darkened vision.
It is the discussion of such themes which causes my soul to roar
with all the eloquence I possess.
Under such moments the audience is
thrilled as well.
Valko is much improved and has been sitting up.
The Drs. have
taken tubes from him already.
All danger seems to be over.
The Dr.
said to him when he was under fair way of recovery:
"You are a d----d
lucky cuss or else you have been praying very hard".
We all acknowledge the healing & that so rapidly to be due to the
great faith of the many who prayed & fasted for him.
We are all grateful for this blessing.
I went & heard David Starr Jordan lecture Fri. night at the U.A.C.
Summer Sch.
His subject--was "Is War Eternal"? His answer is, "No".
It was a very instructive lecture.
July 21 1924 Logan.
I left for S.L. last Sun. (6 P.M.) a wk ago, G.F. & I went to Wasatch, Summit, & Morgan Cos.
Our work was primarily to make collections
I got home Sat.
& get reinstatements of those dropping their pOlicies.
evening (July 19)
Last night I went to Mendon by appointment and spoke to a full house
on the Utah Pioneers I had a most attentive audience Marva went with
me.
After the meeting she said, "Daddie, I saw old men with tears running down their faces while you were talking.
The theme of our Banishment grips audiences with deep emotions and terrible memories.
Even
children sit attentive with childish interests.
I just reed. a letter from Dr. Merk of his appreciation of my research--"The Offspring of the Mormon people".
Dr. Merk is a historian
from Harvard Uni.
He says, "It is a significant contribution to the
study of polygamy and American History".
See letter in Journal of Clippings.
Valko is better tho he has been getting along rather poorly the
last ~k. due to developing puss bag.
He will probably return home when
he gets out of the hospital for a month or so rest.
July 30, 1924 Logan,
Since last writing I have been home and in the Co. lining up insurI am working with E.R. Gibbs.
ance but not very successful.
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We have had the Jim Bridger Celebration here for two days--24 &
25th. It is pronounced the most successful celebrations ever had in
Utah.
It is estimated that 50,000 people were here.
Pres. Grant said
that he never saw so many people in S.L. at one time. The parade was
gorgeous in the extreme representing all the stages of the past 100 yrs.
as well as the finest display of our modern advancement.
The parade was
over a mi. in length.
For two days the tabernacle Square was crowded
with people, etc. Every nook and corner of the city seemed full of
people & autos.
It is claimed 10,000 cars from out of town were here.
At the meeting on the 25th the tabernacle was jammed to the doors.
Several splendid addresses were made by Gov. Mally of Ut, Gov. Moore of Ida,
Pres. Grant & others.
We had our Stake Conference Sat. & Sun.
was here.

Apostle Jos F. Smith Jr

Valko has been in the hospital over 4 wks. but is slowly improving
tho he will not be out of there for 2 or 3 wks. more.
He has had a hard
time to fight the battle back to recovery. Much faith has been exercised
for him.
.
Radino, Leona & babe were here for a few days. Leona & baby are
still here.
Leon & family are living with us for a few wks. He is going to teach in Ogden H.S. this yr. He is now working at the pea factory in Smithfield.
Aug. 4, Logan
I was 62 yrs. old yesterday. Martha, Juanita, Thorval, & Marva
made me presents--shirt, tie, & a box of candy.
I taught the Parent's class yesterday in S.S. Spoke in fast meeting & gave a lecture last night on the wonders of the Solar System with
stereopticon views of 44 slides in the 11th ward. After the meeting I
set up the telescope, gotten from B.Y.C., on the tabernacle grounds.
About 75 people remained & viewed Saturn, Jupiter, & Mars thru the telescope
Have not felt well for several wks so went to Drs. Randall & Jones
& had them examine me.
They found my circulation was sluggish & elimination thru the kidneys was slow and other minor troubles.
Have done virtually nothing in insurance for the last 3 wks. tho I
have been trying hard.
Valko is much better and we expect he will leave hospital in course
of a wk. or ten days.
Aug. 11, 1924 Logan, Ut.
Since last writing, I have been in Bannock Co. Ida. trying to write
& make some collections of notes long past due.
Gibbs and I wrote over
$4000.00 and collected $20.00 in the form of a post dated check.
Valko is better and may start horne within a wk. or 10 days.
He nas
had a long and hard seige of it in the hospital. His expenses are over
$1200.00.
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I attended meeting last evening (Sun.) in our ward.
Anderson spoke.

Pres. Edward

I read the Scriptures (Doc&Cov. & P.of G.P.) yesterday for 2 or 3
hours (yesterday).
I am very blue due to my inability to make means to
meet my obligations each month as they come due.
So far in the past the
Lord has aided me at the last moment so I could pay my dues.
I pray my
faith may not fail me and the Lord will not forsake me.
0, I need His
protection and aidl
I am not in very good health of late.
I have been
taking treatment from Drs. Jones & Randall.
I sent Dee an other $15.00.
This makes $90.00 I have sent him in
the last 2 months.
It looks as tho he must leave the farm for it has
failed to produce the last two yrs.
Aug. 20, 1924 Monticello, Ut.
Leon, Lorea, Kyrmel, and I left Logan last Fri. 11 A.M. and got to
Moab Sat at 10 P.M.
We only went to S.L. Fri. We got here 11:20 A.M.
Sun.
We had a very successful trip--not one accident of any kind.
At
2:30 we went out to Dee's.
The farm looks desolate.
Dee raised nothing
this year or last.
The 60 acres of lucern were frozen down and all the
wheat was winter killed or withered with the drought.
Dee & family are
to move away for a yr. or so at least until the drought has past and he
has recuperated financially a little. We are staying here with Othello
& Helen most of the time while we are here.
They are looking well and
doing well.
Leon & I went to Blanding yesterday but came back last
night as I could not see the parties I went to see.
I am trying to get
some one to take our farm and have all they can make one it for at least
one year.
We are to furnish all animals, impliments, etc.
This is the
1st time I have been here where in my hopes are almost crushed.
Yet
there is still that inner feeling which tells me our great outlay & sacrifice will not be in vain.
I have spent over $15,000.
Dee, Othello, Leon, George, Reginald,
&Levan have all put in time & some have put in several hundred dollars
each.
Dee & Vivian have made the supreme sacrifice for 8 years to try
and make a success of the farm.
But so far, due to management and the
climatic conditions we have failed & are owing over $1260 here at the
store & bank.
0, Father, I cry unto Thee thru this written prayer, and ask you
bless us, so our work & sacrifices will be not in vain.
May our hopes
& faith be not in vain.
Father, open some channel of resource or aid
that this seeming hour of failure will be turned aside and success &
blessings be our reward.
Aug. 31, 1924, Logan, Ut.
I am back home.
We arrived here Fri at 1 P.M.
We came from Monticello to S.L. in one day.
We left Monticello at 6 A.M. & arrived in
S.L. a.t 11 P.M.
We had stopped on the way 2~ hrs.
It was a trip of
over 300 miles.
Leon drove and a good driver he is.
While in San Juan Co. we agreed to abandon farm for a time.
Dee
put the impliments under cover and housed every thing we could, locked
& board up house with the furniture in it & Leon took Dee & family to
Thompsons and Vivian children went to Overton, Nev. and Dee to S.L.
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Leon made the round trip to Thompsons & back to Monticello in one day.
The bill at the Coop there, run by Dee for living & the farm, was $702+
thru turning in of notes which I held of Blacks, & Perkins Boyles & getting credit for wheat, we settled that alc within $26.36. At the bank
Dee was owing $560+. By the bank taking our share of the thresher of
$100.00 and turning in of 8 head of cattle & of turning in of J Hardy
Redd's note of $252.55 (which I took from him for $5000.00 insurance) I
settled the account at the bank within about $50 or $60.00.
I sold R.V
Adams $3000.00 insurance in Monticello.
If he goes thru with it (101+)
then I will have settled every dollar of our indebetedness in Monticello.
Earnestly had I prayed that God would over rule things so I could pay
those obligations. My prayers were answered far beyond my power to see
at that time how it could be done.
I am reventially grateful for my
Father's aid.
How often has He "made the day equal to the evil thereof".
On arriving in S.L. from Monticello we met Dee, Eugene, Myrthus,
Radino & wife also Fern. Fern is in great distress over the life her
husband (Sheridan) is living & she is applying for a divorce.
Sept 1, 1924, Logan, Ut.
I went to S.S. yesterday also to evening meeting.
I opened the
meeting with prayer. The speakers were Bros Carlyle & Hanson. The theme
was Geneology work.
I have made a proposition to the U.A.College to take over part of
our ranch and carryon an experiment from 3 to 8 yrs. to see if Alfalfa
seed will be a paying crop, etc. They are to let me know later in the
yr.
Valko, Leon, Lorea, & Thorval went to S.L. yesterday. Lorea is on
her way to her school in Carbon Co.
She is to teach at Columbia--a new
district where the Columbia Iron Co are operating their coal mines. She
gets $100.00 a mo.
Sept. 7, 1924 Heber Ut.
G.F. & I just arrived here. We are to pay a death claim to Jas.
Baird's family of $10,000.00. He was killed here about a wk. ago.
I left home Friday & came to S.L. & was there till this afternoon.
I visited Fern, Dee, G.F. & Radino & family.
I stayed with Radino &
family last night & today. Their little baby is a very sweet & intelligent child.
I attended 5.5. in the 17th Ward today.
I have been reading the
P. of G.Price again (about the 10th time) & looking up cross references.
I get a few new points & deduced conclusions which give me a greater
vision of things that are & to be.
L~on has moved to Ogden to teach school there.
to Willard to teach.

Juanita has gone

Sept. 14, 1924, Logan,
This has been the driest summer in many years. As a result many
crops failed & others only partial yield. Meteorologists predict that
in 1926 there will be snow, frosts, storms every month of the year and
that most crops will be destroyed.
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GF & I went to Heber to pay death claim of Jos Baird.
While there
we sold $11,000 insurance.
We returned home Thurs.
His little son,
Jno De Voux, is very ill & his life is almost dispaired of.

I
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Our cousin, Melvina Durfey, husband, daughter, son & wife also
grandson were nearly killed in an auto wreck south of Murray.
We passed by the scene a few minutes after the accident.
Alma Durfey had his
leg broken in two places & one was a compound pound fracture.
His head
was crushed in on the frontal region.
His face was also greatly bruised.
His hands were cut to the bone.
He is in a very critical condition &
his chances of living is very slim.
Melvina was bruised & cut up badly.
Her head was scalped clear across the top, etc.
The others were more or
less cut & bruised but not seriously.
They were all taken to the St
III
Marks hospital.
I went & saw their wounds dressed & had them fixed up
comfortably.
Bro Simonds & I administered to three of them.
I stayed
with Radino that night.
I visited the afflicted next day & found the
patients doing as well as could be expected.
Arrived home Fri. night at 11 P.M; found all well.
swered business letters all day & evening.

Wrote & an-

Sept. 18, 1924 Logan, Ut.
I believe I failed to record that Felton, my son, was baptized in
Provo by Bro J.Joseph Johnson.
Bro Johnson also confirmed him a member
of the Church Nov. 18, 1923 (3rd ward) in Admin bldg.
Felton was born
Apr. 24, 1905.
Oct. 12, 1924 Porterville, Ut.
I went to Downey, St. Anthony, Parker, Egin, Pocatello, Robin &
Arimo.
In these towns are men who owe me for insurance.
Collected
only about $250 but got most of my notes either renewed or satisfactory
arrangements were made.
I sold $5000.00 while away.
I returned home and then went to conference in S. Lake. I was much
impressed with the spirit & doctrines taught tho there was nothing new,
but taught anew with varied empheses.
I attended all the sessions but
one.
Some of the brethren are apprehensive over the political situation.
They seem to be fearful of the LaFollett & Wheeler party--The
Progressives as they are called.
But I feel that this party has been
formed due to the corruption in political parties.
LaFollett & his party are fighting for the farmer who is virtually bankrupt throughout the
nation.
They are are also for the laboring classes.
It seems up to the
present that the money powers of the east control & defeat bills & measures which will give greater advantages to the farmers & laboring classes in general.
I wish to say right here that this struggle & uprising-this forming of new parties--this breaking up of set forms of society
will not cease until the money powers are subdued and recognize that
they who make the wealth shall share it & the laboring classes are then
brought up until all men will be more or less equal in temporal things.
This is one of the great changes which will be wrought out before the
strife now on and in nations shall be subsided.
This will be one of the
causes of the breaking up of nations. God has said (Doc & Cov) that i t
is not pleasing unto Him that man shall have that which is above an
other in temporal things.
This being true, then the conditions now on
nations shall be changed.
Men are now seeking new leaders which will
lead them thru the Red Sea of freedom and show them the nearest route
to the Holy Land.
Men are demanding greater equality, greater freedom,
Journal K
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politically, socially & financially--Men including women are discovering
that there i$ greater life and greater justice & equality for all and at
the same time there is being placed in their hands the ways & means to
attain this human & divine justice.
Strife will never cease, worlds
without end, as long as some roll in wealth and others wrestle in poverty.
The millennium awaits this change.
The rich & financial geniuses
should be brQught to see & inspired to give their time and wealth to uplift the lowly & poor just as the educated (teachers) give time and talent to uplift the ignorant and the untaught to the ranks of the most
learned.
Give & uplift shall be the path to the greatest happiness.
This is the work of the God and it shall eventually be the joy of man.
I failed to record that Valko is well again and that he and Rebecca
Cardon were married in the Logan temple Sept. 17, 1924.
My wife and I
went thru the temple with them.
I did the work for one of Lewis Cardon's
dead relatives that day.
They (Valko & Rebecca) are a very fine couple.
Their lives have been very pure & noble.
He goes back to his mission
in about 2 wks.
Dr. Jones cut out part of Valko's turbinated bones for
they had almost closed off his breathing thru his nose.
I left horne last Thurs.
I picked up Juanita at Willard where she
teaches & took her to Ogden.
We stayed at Leon's that night.
She (Juanita) went back next morning to her work & I carne here.
I am coaching
S.M. Spencer to be one of our agents.
I visited S.S. & meeting here today.
I was asked in the Parent's
class to give my views on the temple work, etc.
I am stopping at Bro
Spencer's place.
I learn that Al Durfey died at the hospital thru his injuries
Oct. 20, 1924 Heber, Ut.
I left Morgan and went thru Summit Co. and tried to sell some insurance, but failed to sell any, yet I got some prospects.
I arrived
here Thurs. afternoon.
I am coaching up J.O. Duke to sell insurance
for us.
We sold Bp. Lindsay Fri. $10,000.00 insurance.
I attended the conference here Sun.
I am overjoyed because I have
made enough to pay $90.28 interest; $158.22 on my insurance; $50.00 to
send Valko back on his mission; $24.43 on my car & $18.00 tithing. How
good the Lord has been to me!
I paid $1000.00 death claim to Mrs Eli Higley.
This makes $19000
in death claims I have paid in this town in about 14 mos.
Surely the
insurance man is a great benefactor when he induces men to take insurance & to keep it up.
Nov. 3, 1924 Coalville, Ut.
~ arrived here Sat. evening.
Broke a spring on my car and have to
remain until to day before getting it fixed.
It cost me $6.50
I attended Priesthood meeting yesterday morning (9-10:15) and remained in S.S. until after partaking of the sacrament.
I never feel
the Sabbath has been a Sabbath fully kept unless I can partake of the
sacrament.
It is my covenant renewed to the end that the Spirit of God
may be with me.
Journal K
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I left home last Thurs., came to Ogden & stayed all night & until
1 P.M. next day with Leon.
I got Juanita to come to Ogden with me from
Willard as her school was out for the day.
I have written no insurance since leaving home.
I am on my way to
Duchesne Co. for the purpose of selling insurance.
I was invited out to
dinner yesterday.
As I read over my Journal I realize how narrow has been the record
I have kept.
I wish I had time to keep a record of my many thoughts,
and deductions--thoughts which burst upon me and struggle for utterance.
Thoughts little short of revelation--dreams which burst into vision. I
may take time later to write my dreams which were more than dreams also
moments of inspration and prophecy.
There are tens of thousands of my
dreams of no more significance than idle and passing thoughts of fantasy--caused by over eating, ill health, troubled mind suppressed emotions sex impulses, etc. etc.
But there are dreams which are as truly
inspired & prophetic as the open visions of John the Revelator while on
Isles of Patmos.
I have received such.
They have been sacred indeed
to me.
When one receives a vision while wrapped in deep sleep it is no
more like the dream impulsed by some bodily cause than is the mountain
like the unreal mirage.
The one is definite, impelling, non-forgetting
it stays with one like a living fire and can be recalled years after as
vividly as tho it occurred but yesterday.
It scarcely ever fades even
with the lapse of many years.
The dream is vague, often incomplete
hazy and remains in the mind after a few hours or days as tattered fragments of an uncertain consciousness.
Some time I shall write some of
these visions or dreams God gave me.
There was borne in, upon my soul yesterday that nations which are
and nations that were lived in these same localities in their spiritual,
primevial, existance.
The Angel showed the Gentile nations on the European continent 2000 years before the generation in which Columbus lived
came into existance; yet when Nephi saw that generation, yet-to-be, he
saw them in that position living there in spiritual existance preparing
for the life (yet-to-be) 2000 yrs. hence.
Other scriptues may be mentioned which will fortify this thought.
Here is another thought which the scriptures do more or less uphold:
"Judus Iscariot is not a son of Perdition".
See New Test. &
Doc & Cov. Sec. 29, also Bk. of M.
This utterance will cause a flury
in your mind as you read it.
The so-called Sermon on the Mt. lS a great Constitution of the
human race & will apply & doubtless, is given to myriads of other worlds
to govern the inhabitants in their earth life.
Why this Great Constitution should have weathered the ages and yet, as far as I know, no one
has so recognized it as such (Constitution) until I gave utterance to
it in the B.Y.U. some 22 or 3 yrs. ago, I can't understand.
I-rec'd letters from Othello, Dee, & Geo.
mission in a few days.

Valko returns to his

Nov. 18, 1924, Am. Fork, Ut.
Since leaving Coalville, I went to Oakley & Kamas & stayed a night
& a day In each place.
Then I went to Heber in snow & slush.
I pulled
Journal K
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two men & their big car for 10 mi. into Heber.
wheels and it was rather difficult pulling.

I had no chains on my

I remained in Heber for a wk. & J.G. Duke (one of my agents) and
I sold insurance.
We wrote $15,500 insurance.
The Co. sent me here
(Am. Fork) to pay a death claim of a little over $1000 to Mrs. Wilkins.
I have worked here 2~ days and have sold $5000.00.
I have 2 or 3 prospects.
While in Heber I visited 5.5. and discussed for a short time in
Parent's Class the meaning of "the coming of Elijah" and why the destruction of the earth & her inhabitants had he (Elijah) not come.
In
the afternoon I took the entire time in discussing the Word of Wisdom
from the Scientist's view point as well as my own findings.
I stayed
with Josephine & Fred Fri. night.
Have been here ever since I visited
5.5. in the 1st ward on Sun.
Pres. Chipman asked me to go to Lehi 5th
ward conference Sun eve. and I addressed the congregation for 45 min.
I pointed out that when God gives a commandment that the cause & effect
were beyond the mental horizon of the Saints but as time advances and
the intelligence of the people .unfold then we begin to recognize that
every commandment is based upon justice & reason so that we need not
rely upon faith for its acceptance; e.g. the scientific principle underlying of loving your neighbor as your self, also the loving of one's
enemies & praying for those who despitefully use you.
My audience was
deeply impressed with the scientific analysis of these two commandments
and were very expressive of their appreciation.
After the meeting I
was asked to come back to Lehi & lecture on the Ex. Ev. of Bk. of M.
which I have promised to do 2nd Sun. in Dec. also in afternoon of same
day I have agreed to address the H.Priests of Alpine Stake.
Nov. 25, 1924 Logan Ut.
I left Am. Fork Thurs & went to Benj & visited Chas. & family also
Eunice and family.
Eunice came as far as Provo with me to visit Laura.
I returned to Am Fork Fri. forenoon and from there to S.L. I visited
Dee.
Fern & family & me went to a show in the Pantages that evening.
The next day I came home arriving here 6 P.M.
J.W.Woalf & Son came with
me to visit J.W's father who is blind.
While in Am. Fork Pres. Chipman thru the invitation of the Principle
of the H.S. got me to go and deliver an address to the students.
Since coming home I have spent most of my time in answering correspondence.
Tho E.R.Gibbs spent a day in soliciting insurance tho we
closed no one.
We had a most excellent Thanksgiving dinner to day.
The bill of
menu was:
hot biscuits, butter, salads, smashed potatoes, gravy, 17 lb.
turkey,_ cranberry sauce, celery, splendid dressing & squash pie with
whipped cream.
Martha is an excellent cook and a wonderful dinner it
was.
What a contrast between to day and former thanksgivings.
In the
past our family & friends were from 18 to 25.
To day there were only
6 of us.
Myself, and wife and four of our children--Juanita, Thorval,
Kyrmel & Marva.
It was a quiet day but we were filled with thanksgiving
& gratitude.
After dinner we sang a few songs and then played Rook for
2 or 3 hours.
Journal K
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I discussed the lesson with the H. Priests Mon. evening.
The hardest thing I tried to put over was the saying & meaning of "The Kingdom
of heaven is within you".
I tried to justify the statement by showing
there is bound up within us infinite power of progress and that we never
discover or learn a truth that we don't find that truth awakening within
us.
The teaching we get awakens within us the truth that lies bound up
within us.
Paul says the kingdom of God (heaven) is xxx righteousness,
peace, & joy in the H. Ghost".
I learn some of the brethren deny this
statement of Jesus; but I prefer to explain the Saviour than deny him.
Dec. 7, 1924 Logan, Ut.
Since last writing I have worked only $10,000 In the last 2 wks.
Bro. Gibbs & I were in Clifton 3 or 4 days
I talked to the students of the school--6,7,B,9,10,11 grades. I
gave a talk to boys & girls together, & then the girls were excused and
I talked to the boys for 40 min. on the terrible results of tobacco.
They told me nearly every boy of 14 and up use tobacco when they are
out together.
I made such an impression on them and the teachers that
they chose a committee of five pupils and the leader of the Scouts to
form a plan to organize all the boys having most of them to agree to
quit & use their influence to induce all in the town to quit.
I learned
before I left the town that the talk had taken like wild fire and the
boys had resolved to quit and were wonderfully thrilled over the movement. Some of them came to Bro. J.G Santswhere I stopped to see me.
I learn from some of the teachers & parents that they had not known
before such a change to come up the boys.
I am surely grateful that my
words have had such an influence upon them. I urged the teachers to keep
active their organization or much of the awakening would die out.
While away I wrote Pres. P.M. Condie $5000 insurance.
We got home last evening.
To day (Sun) I attended S.S. & fast
meeting.
I spoke & bore testimony.
I rejoice in the spirit of the
meetings.
We had a 'goose with dressing today.
It was very fine.
$2.50 I recd. letters from George W., Othello & Vivian.

It cost

George & Luella have a baby boy born Oct. 16.
Dee & Vivian have
a boy also.
He was born Nov. 22. Mothers & babes are doing well. I
now have 31 grandchildren.
I hope to live until (until) I can count
my grandchildren by the hundred and my great grand children by the
thousands.
I have had borne unto my soul a bigger and truer view of our life
in the spirit world before we came here.
Little by little the Lord
has been unfolding to my mind the great past and as to the races' before .they came etc. Our past life, for a mighty past was had upon this
earth (spiritual earth). We were ever unfolding intellectual beings.
We studied science, art, mathematics and in fact we studied every phase
of life & learning, even of phases of knowledge we do not now know.
Long before we came here we knew of the steps of the earth's creation-spiritual and temporal and played our part. We had our spiritual organization,--our societies, governments, our toils & problems even to the
Journal K
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point of almost heart-breaking at times.
Some worked with incessant
care & progress so that the world would be advanced & made better by
their coming here.
We disagreed, wrangled and contended over our ideas
& theories, etc.
We discussed, and many questioned, God's doctrines.
Some were faithful and valient for every law that God revealed for He
(God) revealed might truths & laws which were as far flung as eternity.
Some of us staggered over the mighty truths and probably it took centuries, age eons to comprehend and obey.
We were schooled, drilled, thrilled over coming events & future
lives.
Some were indifferent & lethargic, some were ironical and skeptical.
Some set up their own institutions averse to Jehovah's laws &
institutions.
Many had gone completely estray (III Nephi 27:32), but
still held the inherent rights of birth & life upon this earth. We
tend, when we come here, to long for and do that which we did and
thought there.
Often conditions & environments tend to shunt us off
from doing that which we prepared to do before we came.
In such cases,
we walk the earth as misfits, tramps, failures, unsatisfied with a wordless longing for something else.
Yonder we had our professions and
hobbies; our loves and hates; our moods & fancies--we were free willed
beings. Many waited, watched, worked & prayed to reach this life. Vast
numbers came here fore ordained with promises and vows as to what they
would do. Others came with the swagger of indifference, feeling that
they would fare as well as many others--willing to trust to the future
and mercies of Him who made this progress possible.
Our past was almost infinite.
Some had been so faithful to law &
revelation that they had almost, if not quite, attained to Godship, for
yonder we discovered, invented, experimented and struggled for the
broader & the better life.
It is impossible for us to regain & conceive here all we knew and
accomplished yonder.
Even the Saviour was no exception to this fact
for we heard him say:
"0, Father glorify thou me";
Our spiritual
lives were begotten on this earth when it was a spiritual world. It has
been a transition from a primeval state rather than a translation from
another world remote from this one.
The Spiritual earth is here colinked with the moral earth as our spirits and bodies are.
When our
spirits leave our bodies then are the bodies dead.
When the spiritual
world leaves or is separated from this earth then will it be as dead
as the moon.
It will wax old like a garment.
Dec. 21, 1924,
Logan, Ut.
Since last writing I have been to Preston, Ogden, S.L. Lehi & Am.
Fork.
I went to Lehi & Am. Fork to fill two appointments to speak, but
when I got there I delivered 4 addresses.
I discussed: 1.Internal Evidences of Bk. of M.
2.The theories of men in trying interpret Jos Smith
& over throw his work.
3.The Bk. of Abraham has, as it were, proof of
its own authenticity as shown in the vast truths of astronomy revealed
in it.
4.The External Evidences of Bk. of M.
Tho I was gone a wk. I
wrote no insurance.
We have had all told nearly 2 ft. of snow in the last 2 wks.
The
temperature fell here for about 48 hrs. to 32 degrees below zero.
How
ever to day it has been snowing & the temperature has greatly modified.
Journal K
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Martha & I had a poem (dedicated to me seme yrs. ago by C.D. Ray)
printed on a card and sent out as our Christmas card. We are well at
home and feel the peace of righteousness upon us.
I gave a talk to day in 7th ward 5.5chool on the "Christ Child"-the Psychological Christ Child.
Have recd. letters from George, Othello, and Vivian.
I had my car badly burned at one of the garages.
It only burned
about l~ min. but it took $110.82 to repaint, recover, & replace burned
& damaged parts.
I had the car covered with $300 insurance against fire
& theft.

attended night
on the Prophet Joseph.
I

meeting to night. Ex Bp. Merkley gave the talk
We also had some very fine musical selections.

Dec. 30, 1924, Logan, ut.
Since last writing I have only written $5000 insurance.
I have
been home for the last 2 wks.
We had a very fine Xmas, tree most beautifully decorated, & lights with tiny electric globes.
Sant Claus
poured in presents from various sources until all of us were well supplied with gifts.

A wk. ago Mon. night I taught the H.P. Quorum. I discussed the
passion week & the events which crowded (upon) themselves in that wk.
Last Sun. night I was asked to give the sermon in our Sacrament meeting.
I discussed Jos Smith as a revealor of science especially truths of
Astronomy, Geology and God's vast Kingdoms.
It has produced a most profound feeling and many comments.
I am told that a number of our prominent men went home & read as never before the Pearl of G. Price.
This
spirit of God fell upon the entire audience as well as upon my self. The
scientific truths alone given to the world by Jos. proves him a revelator.
I am asked if I will speak again upon this subject & give all
the people a chance to hear it.
Jan. 11, 1925.
Logan, Ut.
For the last two weeks I have been working in this Co.
I have sold
but a little insruance.
I suppose I am a bit lazy is the reason. I hope
to do better in the future.
I went out for an evening's entertainment.
We also had 10 or 12
of our neighbors to our home for an evening. Aside from many games and
intelligence tests we had sandwiches, punch, & candy.

I went today and delivered an address or talk to the teachers &
offiCers of the Cache Stake Sun. Schools on the psychology of teaching.
I pointed out that the imparting of knOWledge was the lesser work of a
5.S. teacher.
Unless they (teachers) can get the pupils to feel what
the t~bchers are trying "to put over" the final aim is wanting. To feel
a truth is far more important that to know it.
The element of Emotion
is the greatest moving cause in one's life.
I gave historic examples,
etc.
I then discussed the various methods of teaching and said that the
story form was over worked.
I discussed the value of dramatization, representations, discussions, etc. as the more effectual forms of teaching.
Journal K
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The S.S. is to awaken an abiding feeling & knowing of the spiritual
truth, the comprehending of the unseen.
If this can be done, then it lS
not a difficult matter to embody these conceptions into the pupils'
lives.
For the want of these conceptions & feelings is the reason the
pupils are listless & restless in their classes.
I pointed out the
necessity & ways to cover the dry bones of the recitation with the warm
drapery of feeling.
Too many teachers feel their lessons are gotten
when they obtain the mere facts.
This is the lesson part of a good
lesson.

I

I attended sacrament meeting to night and opened the meeting with
prayer.
Bro Mitton took my prayer for his text.

I
I

Jan. 19, 1925 Logan.
I sold only $6000 in insurance last week.
I have written 2000 of
that with E.R.Gibbs who is one of my agents.
He is hard pressed for
money so am I for we have taken notes for all we sold.
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I attend conference last Sat. after noon & all day Sun.
Bp. Jno
Wells of S.L. & Jonathan G. Kimball were the visiting brethren.
I go to S. Lake next Sun. to deliver an address in the Wasatch
ward.
Have been home all day (Mon.) writing letters to my children & to
our Co. Last week I stripped pinion & ring gears on my car also drive
shaft & it will be 2 days in the garage.
It will cost me heavily.
Feb. 8, 1925, Logan
It has been very severe weather the thermometer going to 34 degrees
below zero; but the last 2 weeks the weather has been very mild. All of
the l~ to 2 ft. of snow has been melter.
A slight rift fell last night
& today.
Since last writing I have been to S.L. Ogden, Lehi, Am. Fork,
Provo, & Benjamin.
I was over a wk (10 days) in S.L. checking up with
the Co. & settling up with G.F.
I have sold more insurance than he has,
& have made more cash collections so I have used more of our earnings.
I am now over drawn about $1,000 more than he has. He is now to take
take the collection of notes until he has his share.
He has not suffered for writing with me for in the last two years I have written about
$80,000 more insurance than he. As he gets half of all I have written
he will come out ahead.
I spoke in the Wasatch ward in S.L. two weeks ago tonight to a full
house on the External Ev. of the Bk. of M.
The people were very much
impressed over the evidences I brought forth in defence of the Bk. of M.
Many stayed 15 or 20 min. after the meeting to talk with me & shake
hands.
Some were over joyed at what they had heard.
Pres. Frank Y.
Taylor had asked that the Bp. get a reporter to take down my speech. So
the Bp. got two young ladies who were stegnographers to take my speech.
They have been transcribing it at their leisure moments for several
days & hadn't finished when I left S.L. They are to send it to me for
correction.
I am so grateful the Lord blessed me with memory, enlig4tenment, and fluency of speech.
That I
might not seem to put this too
strong; some said that my address was a revelation to them; others said
they would give $10.00 for a copy of my speech.
Others said it was the
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best speech they ever sistened to. For these words of such appreciation,
fill me with divine gratitude.
I have been gathering evidences of the
Bk of 11. for over 30 years.
I have enough data to write a large volume
on the Evidences of the Bk. of M.--internal & External.
I have often
promised my self and others that if I could get time I would gladly do
so.
I am living in hopes that the day will come when I will have means
so I can write this work.
I attended S.S. and afternoon fast meeting in the 30th ward in S.L.
last Sun.
I was asked to bless Mrs Fountin's baby at fast meeting. I
gave it the name of Vivian Dawn.
After this Bp Cotterill ask I address
the congregation for a short time.
G.F. & I went (went) to Provo & Benj--to visit our sisters & brother--Josephine Finlayson, Eunice Richardson Laura & Chas. Hickman.
Our nice Ginevieve R. Lundaff(?) has her first baby & she has been
very ill. While there I blessed her
While in S~~. I stayed most of
the time with Radino.. I stayed one night with Leon at ogden.
While in S.L. I attended a series of boxing matches one night, another night I attended a famous wrestling match between Ira Dern & Gardner the two best light. heavy weight wrestlers in America.
Ira got 2
falls & Gardner' one. 'Gardner was from N. York.
It was a furious contest.
I saw in the audience, ·Apostles nudger Clawson & Pres. Ivins and
Bp. C.W. Nibley
A wk. ago last Sat. while in S.L. I went hear Ottis Skinner in
·Sanchio". He is a wonder player.
I have reed letters from Eugene & Dicy, Valko, Vivian, Othello,
George & Reginald.
Reg. is in Wrangall, Alaska.
I taught Bp. Merkley's theology class today in S.L. There were a
number of visitors. There were in the class over 100.
I discussed the
childhoodyouth.of Jesus.
For the want of historical data I tried to
build up his lii e by reviewing the unfolding of genius, artists, seers
in childhood & youth & then compared the unfolding of the mind of the
Savior for his work & what must· have been this thoughts & feelings &
visions during his unfoldment, etc. etc. The claSS was deeply impressed
over the new analysis.
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G.F. & I reed. our each $100.00 prize for selling an application
a wk. for all last yr.
He and I will not divide our sales this yr. except where we sell together.

I

Feb. 22, 1925--Sun. evening
This month especially the last 10 days has been as warm and pleasant as Apr.
It snowed a little yesterday & the day before.
I have been
selling insurance with E.n. Gibbs for the last two weeKs, but we have
sold but little.

I
I

Geo was operated for appendicitis & strictures in his intestines.
Any delay in the operation would have proved (atal unless a Divine Power
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had healed him as He did at Ft. Duchesne years ago.
He is recovering
rapidly. His operation was two wks. ago today.
He left the hospital
last Thurs.

I

Juanita has been suffering from an iritis of the nerves (neuritis)
but is better.

I
I

The last 2~ wks. I have read the Bk. of Josher thru.
I read it
partly thru over 35 yrs. ago, but I reread it to know more of the unwritten history (as far as Bible is concerned) of things and the history
of the human family down to the Deluge & from there on the Orientals,
Egypt & Abraham & his descendents down to the establishment of the Israelites in the Holy Land by or under Joshua.
It is a mere book in some
respects, yet where ever it touches the same history as recorded in the
Old Test. it tells thes same story.
It is translated from old Jeswish
records. The Bk. of Josher is mentioned in the old Test. 3 or 4 times.
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I am now reading Ray Stannard Baker's three vols. on "woodrow Wilson and World Settlement". It is a wonderful revelation on intrigue &
corruption of the old monarchies, etc. When I have finished I will
give a more detailed account of my opinion.
I attended Stake High Priests meeting last Sun.
To day I attended
S.S. (parents class) and made some observations on the sUbject discussed
("What should be the final aim of all toil?").
I sent Valko $60.00 short time ago & he is in need of more money
to get a suit, etc.
I gave Felton $10.00 more when I was in Provo 2 wks
ago. He is doing well in his work and seems a very nice boy.
Myrthus is leading a very unenviable life. The future alone can
tell what the end will be.
I am much distressed for means to meet my obligations.
I had a nice visit from Arthur Dalley from Idaho.
the Uni. of Mich in 1894 & 5.

He and I went to

Martha is not in good health of late.
I received a letter from Reginald He is in Wrangel, Alaska. I am
sorry for him.
I wish he would return home.
Mar 7, 1925. Logan, Ut.
It is like Apr. weather now.
Since last writing, I went to South
Cache High School and delivered an address to the young men of that
institution. The Principal has tried for over a yr. to get me to talk
to the young men on subjects pertaining to young men. There were about
200 of. them. They were good & listened and appreciated very much what
I said.
I finished Ray Stannared Baker's 1st Vol. of Woodrow Wilson. He has
given a most lucid analysis of the (the) Peace Conference. Wilson showed himself a master mind and wielded an influence probably unparal1ed in
the history of world events.
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I attended Parent's Classes last 2 wks.
By request discussed the
subject before the class. Attended H. Priest meeting.
Have only sold 10000 or $12,000 insurance last two wks.
I now belong to two great associations--Eugenics Association &
Scientists of America.
They are national Organizations.
I am a subscriber to the Journal of Heredy & The Scientific Monthly.
I been a
reader of these journals for years.
Have recd letters from Geo, Valko, Othello & Vivian.
again.
Marva has begun to keep a journal of her life.

Geo. is well

She is 11 yrs. old.

1 attended S.S.
Opened the session with prayer; took part in the
discussion in the Parents Class of over 100 present.
Subject:
"What
are the elements that go to make up leadership?"
Mar. 15, 1925 St. Charles, Ida.
1 have come here to settle a death claim with Mrs. Pugmire; her
husband died of blood poisoning.
He had $2,000 insurance with our co.
We are making settlement with her for $4009.82 for he had double indemnity.
1 left home yesterday morning.
I attended S.S. here today and discussed the subject ("leadership") with parents class.
This afternoon I
spoke and occupied the entire time on the coming events and the fulfillment of prophecy.
I was asked to give two addresses to day in
Logan.
One was to the Stake High Priests' meeting & the other this
evening in our ward (1st).

I am stopping with Sister Nancy Rich Pugmire.
died.
She is a sister to Ben E. Rich.

It was her son who

I met uncle Wm Hickman's grand daughters (Mrs. Robinson) and her
husband & son in Logan.
They are from Nevada.
I gave an address Thurs. night in St Charles on the External Evidences of Bk. of M.
Talked genealogy with 2 of Warren Hickman's daughters also with Mrs. Robinson.
We are preparing to hold an other Hickman reunion in S.L. Apr. 6.
Mar. 23, 1925, Arimo, Ida.
I left St. Charles last Fri.
I only wrote $2000.00 there but have
some good prospects for the future.
I got here Fri. evening.
Bro.
A.M. Curtis has been out with me. We have written $3000.00, but hope
to write more to day.
~ spoke yesterday afternoon & also last night.
It was genealogical
day thru out the church yesterday.
The months which have 5 Sundays in,
the 4th Sun. is taken for genealogical work.
Pres. Hyde was one of the
speakers on the occasion.
Last night I discussed the early history of
the church.
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I was wrought upon with great freedom & fervid thoughts pertaining
God's work and the Salvation of the human family.
I am stopping at Mrs. Mabel Evans.

She keeps boarders & roomers.

Last night I took supper with Leslie Pres tIer & family.
Apr. 12, 1925 Logan, Ut.
A wk. ago last Fri. I spoke at Latishie Hawes Lynes funeral.
She
died here in Logan.
She was uncle Nathaniel's daughter.
Her life had
not been the most happy.
Her husband, a non-Mormon died many yrs. ago.
She has only one child, a son, Earl Lynes.
He has proved any thing
but a joy to her, due to his drink habits & his unfeeling behavior.
She has been a very beautiful woman & talented.
The funeral was held in the 11th ward.
Last Sun. I spoke at Athalia Clayton Haws' funeral.
She was the
wife of my cousin Nathaniel Haws.
She died of cancer and an operation.
She had been a most devoted wife & mother.
She & my wife, Ella, had
been great friends while Ella lived. My words at the funeral created
a profound impression on the very large audience present.
For comments see clippings in Journal of clippings.
I went to conference in S.L. Mon. but was held here the two days
before due to the funerals which I was asked to speak at.
I was impressed with the addresses I heard at the conference.

We had the Hickman reunion in S.L. last Mon. eve.
It was held at
Lisle Finlayson Graham's home.
There were present 26 of the kindred.
The committees reported of progress made, but little had been done.
I delivered a short address on, rather reviewed, some phases of father's life.
Eugene, my son, was there.
There were 13 of Uncle Wm's descendents & those married into his family; there were also 13 from fathers
descendents.
Bro. Gibbs & I went to Ogden last Tues & came back Fri. evening.
brought Leon & his family back with me.
He & family went back to
night. Thorval took them back in my car.
He returns tomorrow.
I

Leon phoned me to night after getting to Ogden saying they had a
little car trouble.
I was asked to deliver the easter address to night in our ward
(1st) which I did.
I reviewed the origin of this custom and its meaning in the Christian creeds. Many deny His resurrection and His
Messianship, yet this custom is a great day for show--flowers, new
hats, new gowns, etc.
I then reviewed Jesus' claim, his sufferings,
death & resurrection and what it meant to the human race.
We as a
people believe literally in his life, his claims & in his resurrection.
Our temple work is based upon the resurrection, etc.
I also
reviewed the beliefs of the Indian tribes in a Messiah & his resurrection.
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I
Martha's health
tion.

lS

not very good.

I get worried over her condi-

Have sent Valko $95.00 & Othello sent him $5.00.
need of money.
I gave Rebecca, Valko's wife, $5.00.

He was sore in

My attorney has been collecting some money from those who owe me.
Apr. 20, 1925, Logan, Ut.
I went to S.L. last Sat. with Mr Luke.
He is to be our agent.
While there I got the Co. to cancel interest they charged G.F. & my
self on our dues of nets to the Co.
They were made to see such charges
were unjust.
I

took dinner with G.F. Zina is in very poor health.

I finished paying interest on the mortgage on Laura's home and
over $90.00 on the principle.

I
I
I
I

I
I

Yesterday was quarterly conference and Melvin Ballard gave two very
splendid addresses--the best I ever heard him deliver.
I was told that,
on Sat. his address he said that the man who was sealed to one wife
would get as high a glory as he who entered plural marriage.
If he
said this, he puts himself against the positive declarations of Pres.
Jos. Smith, Brigham Young, John Taylor, Wilford Woodruff, Lorenzo
Snow, & Jos. F. Smith for they on various occasions and in various
speeches declare a man can not enter the highest glory with out this
principle. Pres. Brigham Young said:
"The only men. who become Gods,
even the sons of God, are those who enter into polygamy (Aug. 19,
1865. Journal Dis. vol II p. 269.

I
I

"When our father, Adam came into the garden of Eden
he came into it with a celestial body and brought
Eve one of his wives with him"
(J. Dis. V. I p. 50)
When the brethren make such utterances it may be to quiet the agitation in the minds of some persons, but it does not disturb my mind
for he who ever lived this principle and entered it with purity of
heart knows that it is an exalted principle.
He knows too that it
unfolds the mind, gives him a broader vision of things--life, eternal
progression and exaltations.
It was after my enterance of this principle that God gave me glorious visions of the future, etc. God
bless his people and gives to them the blessings withheld from them
thru the laws of this nation.
Apr. 27, 1925, Logan, ut.
I sold no insurance last wk.
It was a stormy week and I made
little effort to sell.
I stayed home and read most of the time.
I
am finishing Ray Stannard Baker's "Woodrow Wilson and World Settlement.
II

I do not get time to keep up with all the magazines as I would
like.
The principal journals are:
The Era, Lit. Digest, Geographic
Magazine, Journal of Heredity, The Scientific Monthly.
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I discussed yesterday the Bk. of Abraham and the futile attack
attack made on it by Rev. Spalding and eight Egyptologists.
I pointed out that the astronomy revealed in this Bk. antidated the vast discoveries of modern astronomers.
These truths of astronomy lay hidden
in the vast unknown and at the time of the coming forth of the Bk. of
Ab. it was impossible for anyone to know or conjecture those truths.
Since then the astronomers have done nost else that prove that the Bk.
of Ab. was accurately true in all its astronomical claims.
I also said that a vast majority of our people know very little
or nothing about this Bk.
In my investigation I found our church
school students were woefully ignorant of what the Bk. even claims to
be.
Over half of them knew any thing about it and not 10% had ever
read the Bk.
I attended sacrament meeting last night.

I

Last week I attended the funeral services of Cleon Daniels' little
son and spoke for a short time.

I

Marion Hyde died and was buried last week also.
Cause of death
was pernicious anemia.
I offered the opening prayer at the funeral.

I
I
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He married Warren Hickman's daughter, Eva.

She has five children.

He had $16,000 of insurance--$6000.00 with our company.
Logan, May 11, 1925
I went to Idaho on insurance business last week.
I sold only a
few thousand last week.
I am trying to get more agents to write insurance.

Yesterday was mother's day. Martha has rec'd letters, telegrams,
flowers, cards, boxs of candy, etc from her and Ella's children. They
think the world of her.
She has toiled much for them and they love
her dearly for the same.
Martha, Thorval, Kyrmel & Marva took our car and went to Willard
to see Juanita.
They picked her up there after a few minutes visit
and they all went to Ogden to visit Leon & family.
They returned
last night at 8 P.M. having had an excellent trip.
I didn't go as I
had to speak in the 8th ward at 7:30 P.M. on Mother's day and I feared
that something might happen & I couldn't get back in time.
In my speech I reviewed the history of the Mother's day movement.
I also reviewed in brief the lowly station from which women had arisen.
I reviewed their progress & their position to day.
I reviewed in brief
my own mother's life.
Her life was a tragedy sanctified and hollowed
thru ner toil, faith & righteousness.
Her dream of life came true.
She realized in her declining years, more than she had dared to ask
for in her days of poverty.
If I were not so lazy, or if I had more time, I would write out
and put in my journal some of my speeches for I feel they are worth
recording.
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I am happy to know we have awakened to the new and sacred vision
of motherhood. When we advance a little farther than the greatness
of fatherhood.
The the next step will be the recognition of the greatness in our neighbor. Then we will have neighbor's day. And lastly
the race will awaken to the sacredness & greatness of our enemies.
Then we will have an "Enemy's day" at which time we will hunt up our
enemy and seek to eliminate every trace of emnity.
Then we will know
the greatest love the race has ever conceived.--How Godlike!
Othello writes me that McMahon has left our farm.
me very much.

This distresses

May 17, 1925, Logan, Ut.
This last week has been rather a slow wk.
Have sold only a little
insurance. We had an insurance gathering of the insurance agents
(fire & life) yesterday (Sat.)
We had a banquet at Eccles Hotel for
15 of us. Jno. McQuarrie, State Ins. Com. was with us and gave an
address. Several of us spoke on the work we were in and methods of
selling insurance. We finished organization at the meeting.
Bro.
Burnett is our president.
1 went to meeting to night.
The Aaronic Priesthood quorums conducted the meeting in everything but the hymns. Thorval spoke for ten
minutes on "Man" as outlined in their manuel. He did very well.
I
sensured Kyrmel to night for not going to church when through out
the church the Lesser Priesthood quorums were conducting the services.
1 discussed till 11 P.M. last night with Ex. Bp. Sloan the evidences
of the Bk. of M. also the condition of the dead and whether God had
great men sent into the world who never joined the church & if these
men were among the great spirits he speaks of in the P. of Great Price.
r told him, I assumed Bro. Sloan that those great men of all ages were
God's fore ordained servents.
Such men as Nebuchedneqqar, Loroastor
Cyrus the Great, Columbus, Sir Thos Edison, etc.
Juanita has come home. Her school is out for the yr.
teach here in the city next yr.

She is to

Lorea sent me a box of candy.
Leon came up from Ogden Sat. for a few hrs.
boy with him (Winston).

He brought his little

I am appointing two more agents to write insurance for me.
& Flowers.

Owens

May 31, 1925, Logan, Ut
It is the Sabath day.
Peace is in our home. Lorea has returned
from her school.
She is going to teach in Wellington, Carbon Co.
next yr.
Fern came home with me Fri. night from S.L. We left there at 9
P.M. and got here 1 A.M.
She brought LaRue and Sheridan L. with her.
They are the babies of the home.
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I went to S.L. last Thurs. on business.
I visited our Co.
paid my monthly installment on horne & stock $83.50.

I

I visited Baldwin Radio Co and attended the business meeting and
elected new officers.
Five of the old officers were dropped out.
There is a split between Nathaniel Baldwin and Jno. T. Clark, Lorin
Woolley, & others.
I am glad of that for I have warned Baldwin against
him for these 18 years.
I now hope he will get about him more reliable men.
I delivered the Memorial address at Wellsville yesterday.
to give the address in the 9th ward tonight.

I am

I am not selling very much insurance this year.
I am coaching up
agents in the insurance.
I now have 4 working for me.
I gave an address to the Daughters of the Pioneers (Brigham Young
Camp) May 21 at the Blue Bird where they had their meeting and lunch.
I discussed the early settlements and the organization of the territory.
I also reviewed some of the prophetic utterances of Pres. Brigham Young.
I have reed. two replies to my letters in trying to get in contact with some of the Hickmans whose names I found.
-.rren Edwinl
Hickman is at Wiley, Colo.
He is a Dr.
He has written a Bk on "An
Echo from the Past."
It is founded on his experience & that of the
Hickmans in that section of the country.
The main characters are
Jeff Hickman (my uncle) & his family.
June 1, I spoke in the 4th ward last night at the Sacramental
meeting on the Word of Wisdom from the Scientist's view point as well
as from God's.
It is a case where the scientist is discovering the
great truths revealed by God to be true.
The audience was most intensively interested and many carne up and
expressed their deep gratitude for what I said--some saying it was
the best talk on the Word of Wisdom they ever heard, etc.
I told
them I was reverentially grateful for the Lord's blessings in aiding me.
The singing was excellent at the services.
I discussed for
a short time the sex question before the Parents' class in S. School.
Fern & children returned home Sun. evening.
I pray God to bless
her for her trials are great.
She has some very fine children.
I
pray crime & sin will not claim them.

I

June 7, 1925, Logan, Ut.
I.have only sold $6000.00 this wk. and part of that was with my
agents.

I

I wrote Reginald.
He is in Wrangell, Alaska.
He has been there
several mos.
We long to have him return.
0, my Father will you return
his steps horne again.
Father, he is a son of promise.
Will you not
turn his steps to us and to you? For no one can turn to you without

I
I
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he turns his steps towards his parents.
Father, let our hundreds, aye,
Father, our thousands of prayers be as a memorial to you and you will,
I pray, hear and answer our prayers.
I attend the U.A.C. exercises yesterday and the Baccalaureate
exercises to day (Sun.).
Dr. Jardin, the Agri. Secretary of our nation gave the commencement address & Apostle McKay gave the baccalaureate today.
It was an excellent address.
The musical program was excellent also.
Pres. Peterson's report was couched in an almost classical phraesology.
He was one of my students in the Oneida Stake Ac.
years ago.
He gave promise then of a great future.
I paid Mrs. Eva
Hyde $6000.
It was for insurance her husband held with our co.
By special request of the Bp. I gave an introductary talk in our
fast meeting today.
Yesterday was Martha's and my wedding day. We have been married
35 yrs.
She has borne me 9 noble children.
She reared Ella's children also.
Her toil has been arduous.
Probably no one else could
ever have done so well as she. has done with them.
They bless name
for what she has done for them.
Life has her toils, her heartaches,
her reverses and, if we indure, it holds out to us and for us triumphs and final victory.
I recd from Prof. Trueblood a copy of the "Winning Orations"
which have been delivered in the Uni. of Mich. during the last 30
My oration on the Banishment of the Mormon People is in this bk.
yrs.

June 22, 1923, Logan
It has been 2 wks since I last wrote in my journal.
has been more or less rainy yet quite warm.

The weather

I have been to Ogden twice but only sold $1000 ins. there but
have sold all told the last two weeks $28,000 ins.
Have sent Valko $50.00.
It is taking considerable to keep him.
I have written him two long letters explaining the Seven seals as
spoken of in Rev. also a long letter interpreting the 5th chap. of
Jacob in Bk of M.
I commend the studied analysis of that chap. to
anyone.
I feel Jos. the Prophet is the servant spoken of in all
instances unless it was the 1st.
I recd. letters from Othello, Geo. Valko, and Vivian.
I recd. a letter from Prof. Trueblood and a copy of the "Winning
Orations" in which my oration is published.
Thorval had a smash-up with my car the other evening due to unIt is costing me about $25.00-$30.00
coupling of the stearing gear.
to get it fixed.
I am appointed one of the committee's to gather funds to build
the amusment hall for our ward.
I went to Mendon last night and delivered an address on the
Journal K Pages 140, 141, 142
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"Second Coming of our Saviour,"
brought me back.

Bro. Kidman & wife came & got me and

I took Marva & her friend, Miss Willmore with me.
I have been very sad of late and depressed in spirits.
I pd. $50.00 on the heirs estate which lowe.
little over half the $1000.00 I was to pay.

I have now paid a

I have just finished read "The Syrian Christ" by Abraham Mitrie
Rihbany, an Syrian. The work is rather a misnomer for it is rather
a Syrian interpretation of Scriptural passages & customs showing that
the scriptures & customs set forth in the Old & New Testaments are
Syrian customs & belief.
It gives one a clearer meaning in many respects of the scriptural utterances.
It is rather a charming work,
but the bk. does not attempt to interpret Christ's doctrines.
Juanita & Lorea leave day after tomorrow for a few wks' visit in
California.
I am glad they are going for it will be a new experience for them and will give them a newer and broader view of life.
July 3, 1925, Logan, Ut.
I have been to Ogden & S.L. on business.
I was at the Co's office.
I also attended the Board meeting of the Omega Co. at the Baldwin
Plant.
I was made temporary chairman for that meeting.
We voted to
authorize Nathaniel Baldwin to borrow $18,000 to pay court expenses
in the suits entered against E.R. Woolley & others.
After Baldwin
had done what he had for them they are now trying to defeat him and
rob him of all he possesses.
Stayed at Maxum hotel.
Took dinner at Radino's.
Called up Fern.
I wrote $23,750 insurance in June.
I also paid Eva Hickman Hyde
$6000.00 for her husband's lnsurance.
I delivered an address on the Abrahamic dispensation before the
Relief Society of the 11 ward.
They invited the entire ward to be
present.
I attended the social & entertainment given by the Stake Relief
Society of our Stake.
Martha has been ill with an infection of the kidneys but is better.
Juanita & Lorea left for Cali. They arrived O.K. and are having
a very fine visit with Geo. Valko & is missionary companions.
-There has been a terrific earthquake at Santa Barbara, Cali
which largely destroyed the city also a few others.
The damage runs
to probably $20,000.00.
Eleven or twelve people were killed.
It
seems a great castrothe but this is but a very incidental matter
.
compared to what will happen in the near future--within this generation.
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Rebecca gave birth to a fine baby girl July 1 at 8:20 A.M. She
and the babe are doing well.
The babe weighed 6~ Ibs. without any
clothing.
A week ago last Sun night I went to Mendon and spoke on the Second Coming of the Saviour.
The audience was deeply impressed over
the sermon.
I

went to hear Dr Allie of Chicago Uni. lecture on Evolution.

Last Sun. I spoke to the Stake and ward officers & teachers on the
slogan:
"We stand for an individual testimony of the divinity of
Jesus Christ."
Brigham Young said the pariable of the laborers being paid a pennie
meant that it was repentence and hence its justice for all to receive
the same.
He told Jno. Young that he had one deep regret and that was
that when the people came here he desired that they all live the united
order, but some of the brethren talked against it and so it was not
carried out but had he to do it over again he would have had the
united order established from our first coming here.
And he deeply
regretted it was not done.
July 20, Monticello, Ut.
I attended Dr. Howard R Riggs' (of N.Y.) lectures on Thos. Jefferson, Alex. Hamelton, Rob E. Lee & Ab. Lincoln.
The lectures were
master pieces of literature and scholarly analysis.
It was rather an
analysis of the men and their time rather than analogy of them.
He
was a postmaster on delivery.
He was a real forensic orator.
I sold a few thousand of insurance.
I discussed the Abrahamic
dispensation Mon. eve (2 wks. ago to night) before the Relief Society
of the 11th ward.
They allowed the people of the ward to attend and
the two big events were on that eve yet there was a fair sized audience present.
I gave a lecture on "The Word of wisdom" from the Scientists
View point.
The Lord was with me in my last two lectures.
Trenton phoned me last wk. to learn if I would deliver 24th of
July address, but declined as I was coming here.
discussed the lesson before the priesthood class also the
Parents Class.
I

Gave a discourse in the afternoon meeting on the "Three Witnesses"
to the Bk. of M.
I gave the address in the evening meeting on The Signs of the
Times--conditions of the political, social & religious word & then
turned to the scriptures to show that these things had been prophecies
of.
Thorval & I left home last Wed. and we got here Sat. at 10:25 A.M.
We had a very nice trip here.
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Aug. 8, 1925, Logan, Ut.
We left Monticello Tues. July 27 and got home 30th.
We called at Benjamin & Provo on the way back and saw Chas. &
family, also Eunice's family & Josephine & family.
We stayed over
night in S.L. at Radino's.
I attended 5.5. & fast meeting last Sun.
Have been out with Mark Nichols 3 days and sold $18,500 insurance.
Othello & family came back with us from Monticello. They were here
for a wk.
They left for home Thurs.

I
I

I have been checking up on the insurance I have sold.
writing to Valko & Geo.

I
I
I

I aided in blessing Rebecca's baby Bro. Lewis Cardon (her father)
was mouth. The baby was named Joyce Cardon. This is Valko's 1st babe.

I
I

I
I
I
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I
I
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Have been

Aug. 17, 1925, Logan, Ut.

I blessed Fay Daniels Berge's baby.
I did this some wks. ago.

We named it Gloria Daniels

I have sold $20,500 insurance since coming from Monticello.
have spent several days checking up.

I

I taught a 5.5. Class (2nd Theological) yesterday.
It is a crime
the way some teachers allow their pupils to misbehave in their classes.
It is decidedly immoral & demoralizing.
It took me about 2 min to
give a new setting to that class's mental & ethical attitude.
I reported to the Supt. of 5.5. the woeful attitude of this class.
I had
been told before of the terrible confusion disrespect this class had
practiced in the past.
After considerable persuasion I agreed to
teach this class next Sun.
I sent Valko $30.00 more.

I sent him $30.00 two wks. ago.

I am hard run for money to meet my obligations.
Aug. 31, 1925, Logan
This has been the rainest fall almost known in history of the state
especially in July & Aug.
The harvest is the most abundant in 20 or
30 yrs.
It is surely the yr. of the Lord.
Since last writing I have been in Gentile Valley with Jos. Folkman, a new agent I am coaching up. We didn't sell much but got some
good prospects.
I have at present the following agents writing for me.
E.R.
Gibbs, H.F. Luke, Jos. Falkman, W.J. Harrison, J.W. Owens, Mark NiChols
and Palmer to begin in a few wks.
It is so hard to keep most of them
writIng without my being with them.
I sent Valko $10.00 more last wk.
I am falling behind with
money matters.
I pray for new aid.
I recd. letters from Dee, Vivian, Geo, Valko & Eugene. Leon & Winnie have been here to visit us.
I sent a short article on "Hope" to the Era.
It is a copy of a letter
I wrote to Martha, my wife, some three years ago when things were a
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bit blue in money matters.
After writing it I copied it in my journal
and on recommendation I sent it for publication.
I taught two Sun. Sch. classes last Sun.--Theological classes-A&B. As a result I have been urged to take the class perminently,
but I am only here part of the time & it would hardly be fair to the
class.
I spoke Sun. night in 1st ward on the stir in the nation over the
teaching of evolution in the schools--the trial of Prof. Scopes of
Tennessee.

I said it was a protest of millions of Americans over the fact
that every theory or science, philosophy, etc has full swing & freedom
to be taught in our schools which in the main throws doubt on God &
his revelations, but God & the Bible are rigidly excluded from our
schools.
I claimed that to exclude God, the author of the universe,
from the youth of the Nation is a travesty unparalled.
A nation that
tried for 100 yrs. to get God & the Bible in their constitution then
exclude them from the Education of the youth of the Nation was a crime.
Then I reviewed in brief the harmony of Sc. & religion and where in
they varied.
My brief address has produced much comment & praise from
those who were there.
I spoke in Smithfield last night.
of the gospel in this dispensation.

I discussed the coming forth

Sept. 6, 1925, Logan.
I have only sold one thousand In lnsurance this wk. tho I have
been busy all the week at reading, writing and about 2~ days at insurance.

The Era lS to publish a short article of mine on "Hope."
I attended Fast meeting to day & bore my testimony.
I spoke to
night in the 7th ward on the need of religious education and our
need of a personal testimony of the Divinity of Jesus Christ & his
mission.
Have reed. letters from Geo. Dee, vivian & Othello.
In my speaking tonight I did not feel the great freedom of thought
I do not know the
reason.
I had earnestly asked the Lord several times for his spriit
to be on me to night & on the audience.

& spirit which I generally feel when I speak.

I go to Brigham City tomorrow for a wk. to sell insurance with
Bro. Nichols.
I am finishing Ray Staunard Baker's 2nd Vol on Woodrow Wilson &
the Peace Conference.
It is a wonderful analysis of the world's
conflict and problems then weighing upon the nations.
The wonder lS
that Pres. Wilson could do so much.
Journal K Pages 149, 150, 151
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Sept. 13, 1925 Logan,
I was in Brigham from Mon till Fri. afternoon.
It was PeachDay there last Wed.
The city was crowded with visitors.
There was a
parade & several bands to furnish.
There was not a great display of
fruits due to no peach crop in Boxelder Co. this yr. due to the hard
winter which killed nearly every peach bud in the valley.
My main object in that Co. was to sell insurance.
Bro. Mark Nichols was with me.
We sold $7000 insurance.
I sold $1000 here.
The
wk. was not very prolific but hope to do better.
Eugene came up and brought his oldest daughter Maurine to stay
with us & attend H.S.
I visited with him at Brigham for a few hrs.
on his return.
We were made happy over learning Geo. has been chosen judge in
Albany, Cali.
The Cali. paper says that he is the youngest judge in
Cali.
It is quite an honor shown (to) him.
I am nOW filling or completing my eleventh volume.
I am most
happy to think I was inspired at the birth of Othello to keep a journal
of my life.
I have kept i t ever since.
I would rather lose my entire
library of over two tons of bks. than lose my journals.
I do not quite
know why, but I do.
It (my life) may be of worth to my descendents.
I am not fully satisfied with my life for I am fighting a selfish
battle for bread; but as well as I am struggling for the education of
my children and I hope also to help them to fill missions.
It is all
excellent but I hoped to do more.
The Lord is good to me;
He has heard my prayers and made it possible for me to pay my urgent debts.
I pray He will not forsake me
in the future and my future years may be more happy than my past life
as the patriarch has promised me.
Yet I have had much joy as well as
sorrow.
I do considerable lecturing in Ut. & Idaho.
I deliver from
50 to 60 lectures and addresses a year.
I am grateful I can be of
pUblic worth to my fellow men.
I pray the day shall never come when
I can not be an inspiration and of worth to my fellow men.
My Father,
as I close each volume of my life I feel as one who was finishing a
sacred task.
My heart is full of yearning for a better & more useful
life.
I pray that my life shall be prolonged until I have fulfilled
all which the patriarchs have pronounced upon my heard.
Father, thy
servent will bow in mighty gratitude to thee if Thou wilt inspire
his life and enrich it to the end that all Thou didst send men (him)
to do may be attained.
0, Father, I rely on no man, but Thee alone
to give me this blessing.
I greatly desire to love my fellow men as
my self--to live the law on which prophets are sustained.
0, my
Lord and my God, save and exalt me and mine in Thy Celestial Kingdom
is my earnest prayer.
May my life, as recorded or will be recorded
in my-next journal, be greater than in this one.
May my future years
be great years to me.
May men, seeing my good works, glorify thy name.
May my children who have erred repent deeply as I have deeply repented
of all my wrongs.
Wilt Thou bless and prolong the life of my beloved
wife that her future years shall be filled with peace and righteousness.
May our home be blessed and protected to us.
May our children
turn to us for inspiration & guidance.
Journal K Page 152 and flyleaf
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I am now 63 yrs. of age.
I have 36 grandchildren, four of whom
have died.
May the others live to be honorable in the earth.
I learned from Bro. Hawkins this morning that he had visited Valko
on his mission and that he was doing splendid work & that he is an excellent speaker and an excellent singer and is much appreciated by
those who know him.
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